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Sauer: The Meaning of Archaeology for the Exegetical Task

Early Israel as the Kingdom of Yahweh
The Influence of Archaeological Evidence on the
Reconstruction of Religion in Early Israel
ALBERT

E.

GLOCK

The 11111ho, is 11ssoci111e ,Professor of 1heoloi,
111 Concordia Teache,s College, Ri1Jt1r Poresl,

Ill.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL BVIDBNCB INDICATES THAT EARLY ISRAEL AS TIIB KINGDOM OP

Yahweh funaioned on the analogy of Ancient Near Eastern vassal states. In the religion
of Early Israel both law and warfare were vehicles for the extension of Yahweh's covenant
rule.
called Yahwistic stratum in the Teuateuch,
except possibly for Judges 5, was not
written down before the 10th century B. C.
In consequence there was uncertainty about
even the outlines of the history of Israel
from Moses through Samuel as well as the
patriarchal prolog.2 At the same time it
must be admitted that until very recently
OT scholars were not prepared to scrutinize archaeological or Akkadian sources
from Palestine-Syria, to name but two that
are of prime significance, with any kind of
critical facility. It is this new material that
has provided a sound basis for a history of
the religion of Early Israel. OT sources can
now be tested for general age of content if

I

n spite of an abundance of reasonably
well-dated and preserved new sources to
document the life and history of PalestineSyria in the second millennium B. C. there
was a widespread pessimism among OT
scholars before World War II about the
possibility of reconstructing the religion
of Early Israel.1 This was due in part to
the fact that the oldest OT source, the so-

1 German scholarship continued to reBect
historical pessimism following World War II.
See M. Noth, Geschichle lsrals (Tiibingen,
1950i ET rev., 1960), pp. 42-50. This is
clearly reBecr.ed in G. von Rad, Theologie ties
lfllm Tes,.mfflls, Vol. I (Munich, 1957; ET,
Edinburgh, 1962), pp. 3-14. Note that H.
llinssreo, lsrMlilische Religion ( Stuttgart,
1963; ET, Philadelphia, 1966), pp.17-54, de'VOlel slightly more than one eighth of his survey to premonarchic religion. Not sigoi6cantly
improved is Th. C. Vriezen, De gotlstlinsl """
lsrMl (Amhem, 1963i ET, Philadelphia, 1967),
especially pp. 104-107. Scholarship indebted
menl
to archaeological studies and more optimistic
about the value of the sources was summarized
by J. Bright, A Hislor, of lsral (Philadelphia,
1959). See also R.. de Vaux, "Method in the
Study of Early Hebrew History," The Bil,le tnul
Matlen, Schol.ship, ed. J. P. Hyatt (New York,
1965), pp. 15-29, and responses by G. B.
Mendenb•II and M. Greenbers, ibid., pp. 30
to

43.

2 Recovery of confidence in the patriarchal
narratives is traced by H. H. Rowley, "Recmt
Discovery and the Patriarchal Age," Th• Sm,-,
of 1he Lo,tl """ 01her Bssll'JS
OltlonT•si.1he
(London, 1952), pp. 271-305, and R..
de Vaux, "Les Patriarches H~brewc et les d&ouvertes modernes," RB, LIii ( 1946), 321-346;
LV (1948), 321-347; LVI (1949), 7-36;
and now "Les Patriarches H~brewc et l'histoire,"
RB, LXXII (1965), 5--28. On MOSCI see Ea
Osswald, D111 Bild Jes Mose in tle, Jmlisd,n
IIUlesltlmnllichn W issensclM/1 snl ]#HIii W .U,.
h11111tm, Tbeologiscbe Arbeicer, Vol XVIII
(Berlin, 1962).
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not composmon. In the paragraphs that
follow we shall first briefly review the major efforts to reconstruct the religion of
Early Israel since Wellhausen. Following a
delineation of major new sources from the
second millennium B. C. and an evaluation of the OT as a source, a proposal is
offered for reconstructing the religion of
Early Israel.
I.

SCHOLARSHIP SINCE WELLHAUSEN

It is widely agreed that Biblical theology as a history-conscious discipline was
first effectively separated from systematic
theology by Johann Philipp Gabler in his
inaugural lecture at the University of Altdorf, 1787. In the following century the
impact of humanistic studies on OT scholarship was so great that by the time Julius
Wellhausen (1844-1918) published the
first volume of his Geschichte lsf'aels in
1878, it was clear to everyone that the historical study of the religion of the OT bad
replaced the theological exposition of the
text as a viable way to adequately reflect
and meaningfully report the OT to modern
man.8 Though his synthesis was a popular
success, inB.uential scholars very soon began the process of revising the documentary and historical hypotheses advancedbisby
Wellhausen.4 In one way or another all
a The second edition of this work was entitled, Prolagomen• zur G•sehiehl•
(
lsr111ls Berlin, 1883). This edition was translated into
English as Prolegom•n• lo lh• Hislor, of lsr111l
(Edinburgh, 1885). The sixth German edition
appeared in 1927. The currently available Meridian Books edition (New York, 1957) also contains the long article, "Israel.'' which appeared
in the 9th edition of Bne,elop.,tli• Brihmniu
(1879).
4 The history of this process is in J. Coppens,
L'his1ob1 eriliqu d, l'Aneiffl T,st.mHI (ET,
Patterson, N. J., 1942), pp. 50-110, and H.J.

Kraus. G1sehieh11 tier bis1oriseb-lirilisebm Br/or-
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significant modifications of the Wellhausen
reconstruction of the religion of Early Israel have been due to the work of scholars
who have taken into account the new evidence brought to light by accidental and
systematic archaeological discovery. Indeed, it may well be that the uncertain
future of the OT theology produced by the
generation now retiring is due in no small
measure to its inadequately confronting the
meaning of the evidence produced by the
archaeological revolution of the 20th century.15 Thus, whether reconstruaing the
history of the religion or the theology of
the OT, one cannot evade the archaeological evidence without being threatened with
becoming an intellectual artifact within
one's lifetime.
In Wellhausen's reconstruction the religion of Early Israel was a gradual development of the national self-consciousness of an originally nomadic people
chosen by Yahweh. The golden age and
creative period was the monarchy and the
later preaching of the prophets. Early Israel was a child growing into maturity,
which was reached first in the 10th century.
sehung tl,s Jim T1slllm1t1ls 110n R1/ormlllions
zur G•gmw.,, (Neukirchen, 1956), pp.
265---432. One notes with some amazement the
modernity of the critique io Friedrich Eduard
Konig, Die H•/JI/Jrobl.m, ,J,, .J1isralilisehm
R1ligionsg1sehi&h11 ( 1884; ET 1885), directed
against A. Kuenen, whose views were subsumrially adopted by Wellbausen. This form of
criticism is also represented in B. D. Eerdmans,
Th, Religion of lsral (Leiden, 1947), a revision of D, Gotlstlimsl .,,.,. Isral, 2 vols.
(1930).
15 R. C. Deorao, Pr1/11e, lo OlJ T1st"""1fll
Th,oloi,, rev. ed. (New York, 1963), p. 83,
believes that "the great work oo Old Teswnent
rheology io English has yer ro be written."' There
are, however, so many works available today
that the current decade "will be a period of assimilation, self-criticism and consolidation."
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The camp of Israel en route from Egypt to
Palestine, described in Numbers, is "at
once the cradle in which the nation was
nursed and the smithy in which it was
welded into unity." 6 Indeed, "Moses gave
no new idea of God to his people." 7 Since
the Pentateuch is not the work of Moses,
and none of it derives from Early Israel,
one must gather from Judges, Samuel, and
Kings indirea evidence of what Mosaism
might have been.8 The view that a covenant with Yahweh was integral to Early
Israel or that God ruled as in a theocracy
are both constructs from later sources
superimposed on the early period.0 Israel
learned first about the covenant from Assyrian and Babylonian periods of exile in
the 8th and 6th centuries.10 Since the second millennium provides no .reliable
sources other than the Song of Deborah in
Judges 5, we cannot hope to .recover a
more adequate picture of the .religion of
Early Israel. This in brief is the Wellhausen legacy, which has strongly inftuenced the average scholar and student of
the OT in the past 90 years in his views of
the religion of Israel between Moses and
Samuel.11

In the universities of Eu.rope, England,
and America the literary critical views of
Wellhausen and his reconstruction of the
religious history of Israel evolving from
Wellhausen, P~akgam1111111 p. 434.
Ibid., pp. 440.
s Ibid., pp. 288-294, 342-362, 438-440.
e Ibid., pp. 411 f.
10 Ibid., pp. 418 f.
11 Por general appraisals see W. A. Irwin,
"'The Significance of Julius Wellhausen," ]BR,
XII (1944), 160-173, and W. Baumgartner,
Wellhauseo
und der heutige Stand der Alttesramentlichen Wissenschaft," Th•alagueh• R•,u/,.
SUJIIII, II (1938), 287-307.
8

'l
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natural through prophetic to priestly religion were powerfully persuasive and intellectually satisfying to all but a modest,
nevertheless lite.rate, minority. There were
.respected conservative theologians who
acknowledged the necessity of critical investigation of the Bible, accepted some
form of a documentary hypothesis for OT
literary history, but allowed considerably
more historical value to sources for the religion of Early Israel. Such scholars were
Franz Delitzsch ( 1813-1890),12 August
Dillmann ( 1823-1894) ,13 Eduard Konig
( 1846-1936) ,14 and Rudolf Kittel ( 1853
to 1929) .10 A second group to protest the
12 Franz Delitzsch, always conservative,
showed sympathy for the critical position io the
5th edition of his commentary on Genesis, published in 1887. The 4th edition of his Commntary 011 Isaiah, published in 1889, was dedicated
to two Oxford schofars, S. R. Driver and T.
Cheyne. See Franz Delitzsch, Dn Ii•/• G,11ber,

z-wischen aller tlntl, moderner Thealagu. Hin
Beken11111i-s (Leipzig, 1888; 2nd ed., 1890).
13 Dillm:inn was especially important for
reviving interest in Ethiopic studies. He also
contributed commentaries on Genesis (eds.
1882, 1892; ET 1897), Exodus and Leviticus
( 1880, 1st ed.), Numbers, Deuteronomy, and
Joshua (2nd ed., 1886), Job (4th ed., 1891),
and Isaiah (5th ed., 1890) in the series, K11nge/11ssles e:'!Ct1ge1isehes Ht1ntlb11eh %t1m A.lln
Testam•nl (Leipzig).
14 See note 4 as well as G•sehiehl• d•r A.l11Bst11men1liehen
(Giitersloh, 1912).
R•ligian
A respected Hebraist, he consistently rejected
the evolutionary interpretation of the religion of
Israel.
1G R. Kittel fruitfully used extrabiblical
sources in G•schiehl• tln H•bran, 2 vols.
(Gotha, 1888-1892; ET, London, 1895-1896;
2d ed., Vol. I, 1912, Vol. II, 1909; 3d ed., Vol.
I, 1916, essentially unrevised through ed;t- 471,
the last appearing in 1932). See also DH on,,,_
111luch•n A.•sgr11b11ng,m """ tlia all•r• biblueb,
G•sehiehl• (Leipzig, 1903) and S11Ulitm ••~ h•·
brauehn A.,ehaalagi• tmtl R•ligionsg•schich11
(Leipzig, 1908). The 1st ed. of Bibliu H1br11ie111 with other scholars, a p ~ JGf\a: tn
1907.
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massive devaluation of OT sources for the
reconstruction of the religion of Early
Israel were Orientalists, chiefly Assyriologists, whose professional interests drew
them to the OT only as a cognate field.
From their knowledge of the new sources
they insisted that the Ancient Near East
in the second millennium was not primitive either in religion ( fetishism, animism,
polydemonism) or in general culture. Nor
was there reason to believe that the religion of Early Israel could not indeed have
been highly developed. Such scholars were
Eberhard Schrader ( 1836-1908),16 A. H.
Sayce ( 1846-1933) ,17 Fritz Hommel
( 1854-1936) ,18 Hugo Winckler ( 1863
to 1913) ,18 A. T. Clay ( 1866-1925) ,20

561

and Franz Bohl ( 1882) .21 While
none of these scholars is without his liabilities, they are the intellecmal ancestors
of the critical but conservative reevaluation

tament theologians to abandon their barren
speculations in regard to the source of this or
that fraction of a verse, and rather to devote
their youthful energies to the far more profitable
study of the Assyro-Babylonian and South Arabian inscriptions, in order that they may be
able, at first hand, to place the output of these
absolutely inexhaustible mines of knowledge at
the service of Biblical students; nothing can be
more deplorable than to find a scholar persistently devoting his most important labours to
second-hand sources of information." (P. xi)
10 Winckler edited the first autograph edition of Amarna letters, De, Thon111/el/untl 11011
l!l-Amt1rn11 (Berlin, 1889-1890). These texts
were translated in Die Thonld/eln 110n
TeU_.lAm11,nt1, Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek, Vol. V,
ed. E. Schrader (Berlin, 1896; ET, New York,
18 Dia Keilinsch,i/ltm
Teslduntl dtts Alie
1896). The impact of this new material was
menl (Giesscn, 1872, 2d ed., 1883; ET of 2d considered in Geschichle lsrals in 1!.inzeld11,s1eled., Edinburgh, 1885 to 1888, in 2 vols.; 3d ed. lungen, Vol. I (Leipzig, 1895), Vol. II (1900).
rev. by H. Zimmern and H. Winckler, Berlin, His views lent support to the "pan-Babylonian"
1903). Though trained as an Old Testament school Jarer crystallized by F. Delitzsch, Btlb•l
scholar Schrader turned to Assyriology. He was
Nntl Bibel (Leipzig, 1902). See H-J. Kraus, pp.
the teacher of Friedrich Delitzseh.
274-283 (see note 4).
17 "I fully admit that until Schrader and
20 Clay received his degree from PennsylSayce arose, Old Testament critics did not pay vania in 1894 under H. V. Hilp.recht. He taught
much attention to Assyriology," T. K. Cheyne, at his alma mater from 1899 to 1910, when he
Poundns of Old Teslamenl C,ilicis111, (London, went to Yale. There he developed and began
1893), p. 234. See A. H. Sa.yce, Presh Lighl
Monumenls:
A of
Skelch
publication
the Babylonian Collection. In
of lhe Mosl all he published 11 volumes of cuneiform textS.
from lhe
St,il!ing Confirmalions of thtJ Bibl-e from RecenlAsiaA series Assyria,
Palesline,
of popular
lecturesBabyreflects the enthuDiscot1eries in Bgyp1,
lonid,
siasm of The S•n,u1 School Times for archaetmtl
Mino, (London, 1883), The ological information: A. T. Clay, Lighl 011 Iha
Teslllmanl
"Higher Criticism" V11t1tl
erdicl
lhe
of lhe Mon01" from
&b•l (Philadelphia, 1906).
umenls (London, 1894), Mom,menls, PaclS and His efforts at historical reconstrUction were not
Higher Critical Pancies (London, 1904), and regarded by his contemporaries as successful.
Archaeology of lhtJ Cuneiform Inscriplions See four titles: A.m"""' The HotrH of lhe
(London, 1907). An acknowledged scholar, Northem Semius (Philadelphia, 1909), Tha
Sayce tended to popularize before he had pre- Bmpire of the A.morites (New Haven, 1919),
pared detailed studies. For this and his ap- A. HebrtlUI Del•ge Sto,y i• Cnei/orm (New
parent alliance with uncritical orthodoxy he is Haven, 1922), and Th• Ori1i11 of Bibliul T,..,_
tlilior, (New Haven, 1923). Soon after Clay's
reprimanded by Cheyne, pp. 231-241.
18 Hommel made many contributions to
death George A. Barton wrote in the Diai""""
of
Ameriu• Biogr11ph1, Vol. IV (New York,
South Arabian studies. His impact on OT
1930),
pp. 168 f.: "His training had not fitted
studies was not great. The significance of his
him
for
such historical investigations,
sayand
thatit is
work is dearer today. See his A.llis,11eluische
sufficient
to
the
theory
is
already
disObnlie/"""'g (Munich, 1897; ET, New York,
proved
.•••
[In
ethnoloBJ
and
history]
he
was
1897). From the preface of the ET comes the
following salutary appeal: "I take this oppor- to the end a dogmatist and propagandist." HowClay to
at Yale, A. Goetze,
tunity of ursins the younger school of Old Tes- ever, a successor
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of the OT as a source for religious history.
Our indebtedness to this herimge is immense.
Both Oriental and critical Biblical studies were transplanted to this continent by
American scholars trained in Europe, particularly Germany, and by European scholars immigrating to this continent. It is
fair to say that until World War II it was
the simplistic views of the evolution of the
history of Israel's religion given classic
shape by Wellhausen as well as the strong
emphasis on literary criticism as a source
of historical knowledge that dominated
American OT teaching and research.22
TI1ough the American Schools of Oriental
Research established its Jerusalem school
in 1900, it was slow to sponsor excavations
"Professor Clay and the Amurrite Problem,"
YIlla Unwt1rffl1 Librllr'J Gae11e, XXXVI
(1962), 133-137, generally sees Clay vindicated by the new evidence.
2 1 Bohrs dissertation began a distinguished
career. See Dia Spracht1
Amarna-brieft1 mil
Kanaanismt1n,tle-r
bt1sondt1rt1r Bricksichligung
V/2 (Leipzig, 1909); Kanaanier ,mJ Ht1K,m""ns,
b,i11r:
Unlt1r111ch•ngen zur Vorgeschichlt1 dt1s
Volksl•ms
'"'" dn
a•f dt1m
Bodt1n
BWAT 9 (Leipzig, 1911); Das
Zt1i11tlln Ab,e11m1. Der Al1t1 Orit1nl, 29/1
(Leipzig, 1931). An interpretation and synthesis of Old Babylonian evidence that has been
useful is his "King Hammurabi of Bablyon in
the Setting of His Time (about 1700 BC),"
MKNAW, New Series, Vol. 9, No. 10 (1946),
341-370. The last two items have been reprinted in Ot,11r• Minor• (Groningen, 1953),
pp. 26--49 and 339--363.
21 Leroy Waterman, "A Half-Century of
Biblical and Semitic Investigation," AJSL,
XXXII (1915-1916), 219-229. J. M. P.
Smith, "Old Testament Interpretation," Rt1ligio11s
Tho•ghl m ,1,,, usl Q1111,1t1r-C,nlt1r1, ed. G. B.
Smith (Chicqo, 1927), pp. 1-25. G. E.
Wright, '"The Study of the Old Testament,"
Proltllhllll Tho•ghl in 1ht1 Tt11t1t1lit11h Cn1t1r1:
Whnu""" W/nll,.,; (New York, 1951), pp.
17-46.

J,,,

until W. F. Albright ( 1891) served
23
as director from 1920 to 1929. As significant as was his publication Qf the ceramic chronology of Tell Beit Mirsim for
the science of Palestinian archaeology, more
important in its impact on the mainstream
of OT scholarship was his early synthesis
of all relevant epigraphic and anepigraphic
evidence from the Ancient Near East that
had a bearing on the history of Israel's religion.:M Ft·o111, tho Stone Age to Chris1ia11il'j
appeared in 1940 and Archaeolog1 and the
R eligion of lsraol in 1942.2G Since so many
23 ASOR has been especially influential
through its publications program. The AA.SOR
began appearing in 1920. Vol. XXXIX appeared in 1968, the final excavation report for
Bethel. As technical as the annual but smaller is
the quarterly, BASOR, begun in 1921 (No. 198,
April 1970). More popular is BA, begun in
1938, currently publishing vol. XXXIII. In addition to these regular series there is the irregular S1'f)f)lementar, Stt1dit1s. Nos. 15/16 appeared in 1953. Vol. IV (see note 67m) of a
series of Publications in Archaeology from the
Jerusalem School appeared in 1966. Extremely
important is the quarterly published by the
Baghdad School, JCS, begun in 1947, currently
Religion
in vol. XXIII
Israels (1969). In addition to popular
volumes there is joint publication with other
institutions of texts and reports from Tepe
Gawra, Yorgan Tepe, in Iraq; Gerasa and Tell
en-Nasbeh in Palestine.
24 W. F. Albright, Tht1 BxCtn1ation of Tt1U
Beil Mirsim in P11lt1slina. Vol. I. Th• PolltlrJ
of 1ht1 Pirll Th,t1t1 Camt,11igns, AA.SOR XII
(New Haven, 1932); Tht1 Exc1111dlio,. of Tt1U
Beil Mirsim. Tht1
IA:
BronH Agt1 Poll.,, of
1ht1 Pourlh Campaign, AA.SOR XIII (New Haven, 1933), pp. 55-127. For an appraisal of
Albright's contribution see G. E. Wright, "Archaeology and Old Testament Studies," ]BL,
LXXVIII ( 1958), 39-51, especially pp. 40 f.
215 The best edition of Prom 1h, SIOlltl Ag•
10 Chris1ill11i1, is in Anchor Books, 2d ed. with
New Introduction (New York, 1957). Important reviews are in Or, XX (1951 ) , 216-236;
JAOS, LXI (1941), 64-66; ]QR, XXXII
(1941), 79-87; RB, UV (1947), 435---440.
W. F. Albright, Archat1olon 11nd 1ht1 Rt1ligit,•
of lsr11t1l (Baltimore, 1942; 2d ed. 1946).
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important conuibutions to the intersec- bright continually reminds his readers that
tion of archaeology, broadly defined, and new information supports the "substantial
OT studies have been made by Albright, historicity of the account of the Exodus
his students, or their students, it is appro- and the wandering . . :• or that the conpriate to summarize his views of the reli- necfions of the patriarchs with Northwest
gion of Early Israel.
Mesopotamia are solidly demonstrated. He
Albright is not less an evolutionist than does not believe our reconstruction of IsWellhausen. Albright is, however, entirely rael's religion or history should deviate
immersed in the relevant new texts, arti- significantly from the received tradition.28
facts, and stratigraphic indices from the (c) Albright affirmed not only that Moses
Ancient Near East, which Wellhausen led Israel out of Egypt but also that he was
either did not have available or steadfastly a monotheist. Though perhaps indebted
ignored. Albright begins his discussion of to the concepts of creator-god who ruled
the history of the religion of Israel with a cosmic dominion in the Aten revolution
Palaeolithic man in order to show that in Egypt, Mosaism was a mutation in the
"the history of Israelite and Jewish reli- religions of the Ancient Near East, an
gion, from Moses to Jesus . . . stand[s] on abrupt change that cannot be entirely exthe pinnacle of biological evolution as rep- plained.211 (d) For Albright Yahweh is
resented in homo sapiens." 26 We may the creative, innovative element in the resummarize Albright's contribution to our
discussion in four observations, the .first practices, personases and cb~noloBJ that _hav.e
as major categones of Albright s
two methodological, the secondpersisted
two subscholarship. According ID Hardwick 70 percent
stantive to the history of Early Israel. (a). of the time Albright introduces enrabiblical
Albright's phenomenal grasp of Oriental (that is, archaeological) evfdence _for _new ~Usually the evidence 1s ep1graph1c.
terpretations.
studies generally has allowed him to demForcy-three percent of the time the
new evionsuate the supreme significance of social, dence adduced had not been mentioned before.
economic, political, and cultural history Anepigrapbic evidence is inuoduced most fn:of the Ancient Near East to establish the quendy in the interpretation of the conquest
(ibid., p. 569). Indeed, the greatest nwn~r ~f
context for religious history. In this way changes in Albright's position ~ n ~ 10 his
it is possible to perceive the role religion interpretation of the arcbaeolo8Jcal evidence for
plays in the total life of Israel.27 (b) Al- the fall of Jericho (ibid., pp. 407, 409--412,

424-436, 439-444, 465 f.). Between 1932
and 1946 Albright contended for a 9th-century
28 Pto• Iba SIOn• ifg11, p. 122.
date for the Book of the Covenant (Ex. 21 to
27 See Stanley E. Hardwick, "Change and
23). Pans may be earlier but not Mosaic. Sin~
Constancy in W. P. Albright's Treatment of 1951 however, be bas followed H. Cazelles 10
Early Old Testament History and Religion,
argui~ for a Mosaic core (ibid., pp. 368-371J.
1918-1958," unpublished Pb. D. dissertati~n,
Beforereference
1940covenant
there is no
1n
to
New York University, 1965.
This writings
exrens1ve
in Book of the CoveAlbright's
except
study shows that the great number of changes in
nant. See iext relatednote
ID 32
below. HardAlbrigbt's position occurred in the first deade
wick points out that it ~ rare for Albright.to
of bis career. This n:fers not to details of cbrohave omitted consideraaon of such a maJor
noloBJ, lansuqe, and the like but to his gentheme (ibid., pp. 381--385).
eral estimate of the historical n:liabilitJ of the
28 Pro• IN Stoa ~•, p. 25' and pp. 236
Biblical material (ibid., pp. 571-578). I n ~
to 249.
it was this problem in addition to the deternu11 Ibid., pp. 249--272.
nation of the nature of objects, institutions and
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ligion of Israel between Joshua and SamueL Yahweh is one, the Creator, holy and
just, invisible and nonsexual, unique and
universaI.30 Albright emphasizes the conBict in Palestine with Canaanite religion
as the force that made Israel increasingly
particularistic.31
Albright's most significant contributions
are in two areas, reappraisal of the veracity
of traditions of Early Israel ( item b above)
and restoration of the primary character of
Moses and premonarchic Yahwism {item
c above). It would be valuable to elaborate
on these conclusions and the evidence. For
theologians it might be of particular interest to examine Albright's philosophy of
history adumbrated in item a above. However, it seems to this writer that it is in the
area of item d above that Albright has left
unfinished business. In the Introduction
to the 1957 edition of Pf'om 1he Sto11e Age
to Chnstianit1 he admits that he had
"failed to recognize that the concept of
'covenant' dominates the entire religious
life of Israel. . . . We cannot understand
Israelite religion, political organization, or
the institution of the Prophets without recognizing the importance of the 'Covenant.' " 32 The archaeological evidence for
this assertion was first published in two
essays by G. E. Mendenhall (1916-)
83
in 1954. These studies showed that the
80 Ibid., especially p. 272. See also Arch11••
aloi, llnll lb• R•ligion of Isr11•l, pp. 115-119.
11 Prom 1b• Slon• Ag•, pp. 276-289. Arcbt¥Olai, llnll lb• R•ligion of Iw11•l, pp. 110 to
115. See also W. P. Albright, Y 11hw•h tmtl lh•
Gotls of Ct1t11111t1. A Hisloriul An11l1sis of Two
Canlf'tUli•g Ptlilbs, SOAS, Jordan Lectures VII,
1965 (London, 1968), pp. 96-229.
12 Prom lb• Slon• Ag•, p. 16. See the end
of note 27 above.
11 G. E. Mendenhall. 1"""' """ Cot1ffltlnl i•
Isr..l llllll lh• AfUHfd Nur &sl (Pittsbutgh:
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covenant in Early Israel was an adaptation
of the formal structure of Hittite vassal
treaties and that Israelite law was an application of the treaty stipulations to the
particular circumstances of the new religious community in Palestine. In this article we shall attempt to show that because
law and w ar/
are are functions of the Giver
of the covenant the religion of Early Israel
can best be interpreted under the rubric
of Js,.ael as the kingdom of Y ahw,h.
II.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOURCES

It will be useful to describe briefty the
chief sources available for a reconstruction
of the conceptual framework of the religion of Early Israel. Since it will be necessary to evaluate the Biblical sources in the
light of the archaeological sources, the latter will be considered first. Usable publications of archaeological sources have been
accumulating rapidly since World War I.
These sources are typically of two kinds:
first, archives of clay tablets written in
cuneiform, discovered in Egypt ( 1 ) , Palestine ( 1 ) , Syria ( 3 ) , Turkey ( 3) , and
Iraq (2) .34 In these archives two centuries are reasonably well documented, the
18th and the 14th B. C. A second major
source is the stratigraphic history of Palestinian and Syrian tells during the Bronze
Age (ca. 3000-1200 B.C.) and the transition to the Iron Age (ca. 1200-1000
The Biblical Colloquium, 1955); reprinted
from BA, XVII ( 1954), 26--46, 49-76, ~d
now reprinted in Th• Bibliet,l ArchMologul
R•tlll.,, 3, ed. Edward P. Campbell Jr. and David
Noel Freedman (Garden Ciry, 1970), pp. 3
to 54. See the review by W. L Moran, Bibliu,
XLI (1960), 297-299.
H Numbers in parentheses represent the
number of archives from the respective countries listed described
and
in the parasrapbs thac
follow.
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B.C.). The development of precise and
rational methods of excavation and recording in addition to an accepted ceramic
typology have done much to enhance the
documentary value of the archaeological
record.
Ten collections of tablets in Ugaritic
and Akkadian1 Hittite and Hurrian, are
listed below in geographic order. TI1e
chief value of these documents is that they
allow for chronological synchronisms as
well as a reconstruction of the outlines of
social, political, economic, and linguistic
history.35 With this background it is possible to learn the function of religion in
society. An apparent limitation of these
sources is that they are written largely from
tbe point of view of the ruling establishment. This is inevitable, considering the
professional role of the scribe.30 Since,
however, the court was in contact, even in
conflict, with all elements in society, the
picture is reasonably complete, lacking
chiefly statistical controls. This may be
due less to the nature of the archival source
than to the accidental manner in which
the tablets are discovered.
a. El-Amarna.37 Egypt, ca. 190 miles

south of Cairo. Discovered by peasant
woman in 1887. Authoritative publication
of transliterated text in 1907.38 Of 377
tablets, 357 are letters, diplomatic correspondence covering 25 years of the reigns
of Amenopbis ill and IV (Akhenaten),
ca. 1377-1348 B. C.30 No. 24 is in Hurrian; 31-32 in Luwian. Special interest
is in letters from Palestine-Syria:'0 Interpretation of these is complicated by nonAkkadian scribes writing peripheral Akkadian. They also frequently gloss words
with their Canaanite synonymns. These
tablets are important for details of the social organization and political struggles in
Canaanite society and also for Egyptian
provincial administration.
The Ci11 of Akhn41•n, Vol. I ( 1923); Vol. II
(1933); Vol. III ( 1951).
38 IM., Vol. I (Leipzig, 1907); Vol. II (Leipzig, 1915). The English edition by S. A. B.
Mercer, Th• Tell el-Am11rn11 T11ble1s, 2 vols.
(Toronto, 1939), largely a translation of Knudtzon's German, has not been well received. See
reviews in BSOAS, X (1940) • 492--497; PBQ,
LXXII (1940), 116-123; UX (1940), 313
to 315; AJA, XLIV (1940), 399 f. In addition to the first item in note 19 above, see E.
A. Wallis Budge, Th• TeU 1!l-Atn11m11 T11bJ.1s

in lhe Brilish Mm••m wilb A•lol1P• P11esimiJ.s

(London, 1892) (82 tablets)• and Otto Schroeder, Die To,.lllf•l• t1on 1!l-Am11'1UL Vorderasia315 See now the summary statement of W. F.
tische Schriftdenkmiler der koniglichen Museen
zu
Berlin, XI (Berlin, 191S) (189 tablets), and
Albright and T. 0. Lambdin, "The Evidence of
Language," CAH, rev. ed.1 Fascicle 54 (Cam- XII (ibid.) (13 tablets).
bridge, 1966).
89 Knudaon published 358 tablets. See B.
P.
Campbell, Th• Cbronoloi, of 1h• A"""""'
30 On the significance of the scribe at the
(Baltimore, 1964), pp. 79 f., note 29,
royal court see A. L. Oppenheim, "A Note on
for
bibliography
on 19 more letters published
the Scribes in Mesopotamia," S1tuli,s in Honor
since.
Add
A.
R.
Millard, "A letter from the
of Bmno umtlsbngn, AS 16 (Chicago, 1965),
Ruler
of
Gaer,"
PBQ,
( 1965). 140-143,
pp. 253-256. See also C. J. Gadd, T•11ebns
1be Worul's Oltlesl C
Sebools
for
BA
378.
Por
BA
379
see P. Artzi1 "The
""" Sltul•nls in
Exact Number of Published Amarna Docu(London, 1956).
ments," Or, XXXVI ( 1967). 432.
BT Excavation reports: W. M. F. Petrie, TeU
to W. F. Albright "The Ainaroa Letten from
•l-A,,,.m11 (London, 1894). L Borchardt,
Palesdne,"
CAH, 2d ed., Fascicle 51 (Camwhere the
"Ausgrabungen in Tell el-Amarna1 1911,"
1966).
historical
value
of
the
bridse,
MDOG, XLVI (1911), 1-32; L (1912), 1
letters
is
exploited.
Note
the
bibliogmphy
ibid.,
1
to 40; UI (19U), 1-55; LV (1914), 3-39.
T. B. Peet, C. L Wooley, H. Prank.fort d Ill., pp.21-23.

wU•rs
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b. Ugarit.41 Syria, modern Ras Shamra,
ca. 155 miles north of Beirut near coast.
Thirty campaigns of French excavation began in 1929, a year after the accidental
discovery of a nearby tomb by a farmer.
Two major groups of texts: ( 1) A collection of 439 Akkadian administrative tablets dealing with commercial, legal, and
diplomatic life of the court through the
14th century until late in the 13th century
when Ugarit fell.42 (2) Better known are
the mythological texts457
(Ba'al and Anath,
King Keret and •Aqhat) composed in a
new cuneiform syllabary of only 30 signs.43
41 Preliminary reports have appeared regularly since s,,,;., X ( 1929), 285-303, in the
same joumal. Final publications are also published by C. F. A. Schae1fer, Ugarilica I. MRS
Ill. BAH XXXI (Paris, 1939). Ugarilica II.
MRS V. BAH XLVII (Paris, 1949). Ugarilica
III. MRS VIII. BAH LXIV (Paris, 1956).
Ug11riliu IV. MRS XV. BAH LXXIV (Paris,
1962). Ugllrilica V. BAH LXXX (in the
press). Ugriiu VI. BAH LXXXI (in the
press).
42 Final publication of the .Akkadian tablets
is in the hands of J. Nougayrol. The first is
PRU Ill. MRS VI. 2 vols. (Paris, 1955). The
second is PRU IV. MRS IX. 2 vols. (Paris,
1956). For tezts not in these volumes see the
bibliography in G. G. Swaim, 'The Grammar
of the Akkadiao Tablets Found at Ugarit," unregard
published PhD. dissertation, Brandeis University, 1962, pp. 82 f.
48 Prom the beailll1Ul8 C. Virolleaud has
published preliminary studies of the so-called
alphabetic cuneiform tablets along with Schaeffer's report in Syria. All the earlier publications
of the epics together with bibliographies have
been gathered together by A. Herdner, Co,p,u
us T uJ.u.s n Ctmnform•s Alph11bl1iq11•s
D,eonm.s • RM Shamr11-Ug11ril th 1929 lo
1939. MRS X. BAH LXXIX. 2 vols. (Paris,
1963). Later material is published by C. Virolleaud, PRU II. MRS VII (Paris, 1957); and
PRU V. MRS XI (Paris, 1965). All published
reza arc a110 available in uanslireration in Cyrus
H. Gordon, Ugriie T•xlbool,, AO 38 (R.ome,
1965), pp. 159-256 and a supplement, pp.

1•-31•.
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It was soon discovered that the language
was Northwest Semitic, closely related to
Hebrew, now commonly designated ''Ugaricic." 44 Of the 408 published texts in this
script some are letters, ration lists, or commercial dockets.
c. Alalah.4G Turkey, Tell el-'Atshinah,
ca. 40 miles west of Aleppo in North
Syria and ca. 30 miles east of the Mediterranean on the Orontes River. Excavated
by the British, 1937-19
439, 194 6-19 9.
Akkadian tablets are divided between
Level VII ( 18-l7th cent.) and 'IV (15
to 14th cent.) .'16 The archives are from
the palace and deal with royal adminisuation including treaties, lists (ration, census, weapons, ct al. ) , contracts, letters, records dealing with royal holdings, nnd other
subjects. Noteworthy is the 104-line narrative inscription on the statue of Idrimi,
king of Alalah, describing his exile in
Canaan and return to power.47 Hurrian
speakers, present in Level VII, dominate
44 See the major review of the problem by
A. Haldar, 'The Position of Ugaritic Amons
the Semitic Languages," BiOr, XXI ( 1964),
267-277, where he tends to agree with Gordon that Ugaritic
independent
is an
West Semitic languase. W. F. Albright continues to
it as North Canaanite, Y """1•h 11,ul. lh•
Gods1 p. 100.
45 L. Woolley, Al-alakh. A,. Aec01111I of 1h,
BxCt1t1t1lions Ill T , ll A.1eh11n11, 1937-1949 (London, 1955). The popular account is his A Porgolltm Kingdom, B•ing " Reeortl of lh• R•sllUS
Oblllined from lh• Bxc1111t11ion of Two Mo••"'•
A.1cht111t1 and Al Mina, in 1h• T11rlnsh Htlltl'J
(Baltimore, 1953 [Penguin Books]).
48 D. J. Wiseman, Th• A.llllah T11hZ.u. Occasional Publications of the· British Institute of
Archaeology in Ankara, No. 2 (London, 1953);
"Supplementary Copies df Alalakh Tablea,"
JCS, VIII ( 1954), 1-30; "Ration Lisu from
Alalah," JCS, XIII ( 1959), 19--33, 50--62.
4 1 S. Smith, Th• Sltllw of ltlf'Hff■ Oassional Publications of the British Institute of
ArchaeoloBY in. Ankara, No. 1 (London, 1949) •
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in IV, so that the language may be called
"Mitanni Akkadian." 4s
d. Mari.49 Syria, Tell Hariri, on Euphrates ca. 7 miles from Iraq border. Excavated
by the French since 1933, 18th campaign
in 1968. The site was discovered by bedouin who uncovered a statue in their search
for srone. The late 18th-century B. C. archive of more than 25,000 tablets in Old
Babylonian cuneiform contains diplomatic
correspondence and administrative dockets in addition to about a dozen historical
texts in monumental script.60 It is evident
from personal names that the population
was heavily Amorite.51 Tribal structure,

J. Aro, "Remarks on the Language of the
Alalakh Texts," A/O, XVII ( 1956), 361-365.
See also G. Giacumakis, "The Akkadian of
Alalakh," unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Brandeis University, 1963.
49 Since Andre Parrot, "Les fouilles de Mari.
Premi~re Campagne (Hiver 1933-34) ," s,,ia,
XVI (1935), 1-28, 117-140, preliminary
reports have appeared regularly in s,,ia. Six
volumes of the final publication have appeared
under the general tide MAM, all by A. Parrot.
MAM I. Ls Temple d!Ishtar. BAH, LXV
(1956). MAM II. 1. Le Palais. A,,hileclure.
BAH, LXVIII (1958). MAM II. 2. La Palais.
Peinlure muralss. BAH, LXIX (1958). MAM
II. .3. Le Paltns. Doet,me111s el Monumenls. BAH,
LXX ( 1959). MAM III. Les Tem,Ples tl1Ish111rlll
el de Ninni-Zt1Z11. BAH, LXXXVI ( 1967).
MAM IV. Ls 'Treso, d!U,r.11 BAH, LXXXVII
(1968).
ISO Ten volumes of autographs have appeared
in the series, ARM, part of the TCL collection,
vols. XXII-XXXI. Parallel volumes
of transTexls,
literation and translation have been published,
three without accompanying autographs. These
are designated ARMT I-XV. ARMTLows,
X and
XIV are in preparation. For full bibliographic
details see Huffmon cited in note 51, pp. xi f.,
and for publication of all other Mari texts outside the above series, ibid., pp. 274-277.
11 H. B. Huffmon, Amorile Persondl Names
in lh• Mm Texls. A S1rue1u,dl
ontl
Lenul
S1utl1 (Baltimore, 1965). This is Huffmon's
Univenity of Michigan dissertation, 1963.
48
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prophecy, and warfare in the OT have been
better understood thanks to parallels at
Mari.62 The final years of Mari are contemporary with Hammurapi of Babylon.
e. Nuzi.53 Iraq, modern Yoghlan Tepe,
ca. 150 air miles north of Baghdad. Of
more than 4,000 tablets recovered during
the ASOR excavations (1925-1931),
1,928 have been published in aurograpb.°"
Fifty-one related tablets came from Kirkuk,
ancient Arrapkba_r;:; An original Akkadian
52 A. Malamat, "Mari aod the Bible: Some
Patterns of Tribal Organization and Institutions," JAOS, LXXXII (1962), 143-150. See
now his "Aspects of Tribal Societies in Mari and
Israel." xve Cen,on1,e Ass1riologiqtNJ In1em111ionale. Lo Civilisation de Mari, ed. J-R.. Kupper (Paris, 1967), pp. 129-138. H. B. Huffmon, "Prophecy in the Mari Letters," BA,
XXXI ( 1968), 101-124. W. L. Moran, "New
Evidence from Mari on the History of Prophecy," Bibli"', L (1969), 15-56. A. E. Glock,
"Warfare in Mari and Early Israel," unpublished
Ph. D. dissertation, University of Michigan,
1968.
53 Final reports of the excavation are by
Richard F. S. Swr, N•zi, 2 vols. (Cambridge,
1937-1939).
51 A1118rican Schools of Orinlal Research
Joi111 Expetlilion wilh lhe Iraq M11se•m Ill Nuzi
(commonly cited as JBN), Vols. 1-:V, 1927
to 1939. E. Chiera edited Vols. 1-:V, and E.
Lachemann Vol. VI. Since 1929 the remaining
texts have appeared in the HSS. l!xt:dfllllions Ill
Nuzi, Vols. 1-:VIII. In HSS about a thousand
more texts have appeared in transliteration than
in autograph. Texts in both transliteration and
translation are the following: R.. H. Pfeiffer and
E. A. Speiser, O11e Htmtlretl New Sels,1etl Nni
AASOR, XVI (New Haven, 1936); E.
A. Speiser, New Ki,J:•l: Docuf'IUffllS Relaling lo
P11mil1
AASOR, X (New Haven, 1930),
pp. 1-73. See also E. Chiera and E. A. Speiser,
"Selected 'Kirkuk Documents,'" JAOS, XLVII
(1927), 36-60; E. A. Speiser, "New Kirkuk
Documents Relating to Security Transactions,"
JAOS, UI (1932), 350-367; LIil (1933),
24--46.
BG C. J. Gadd, ''Tablets from Kirkuk," RA,
XXIII (1926), 49-161. The Biblical panllels
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population was displaced by a strong Hw:- patriarchal narratives.GS ( 3) Two smaller
rian element by ca. 1500 B. C. The archive archives from the 18th century supplement
is 15th century, written in Akkadian by the picture in the Mari sources. In the
Hurrian scribes. Of particular interest are Upper Habw: River triangle is Chigar
the private records of three leading fami- Bizir, 92 tablets discovered in 1936, largely
lies, largely legal, reflecting customs strik- economic lists.69 ( 4) In 1957 Shemshira
ingly parallel to Genesis 12-38.cso These was .first excavated and has produced 249
tablets deal with sale and real adoptions, texts reflecting the fate of Assyrian interwills, securities and loans, purchases of ests in the East, the Zagros foothills.80
( 5) From Palestine the only cuneiform
land, slaves.
archive has come from Tell Ta'annek,
f. For lack of space we must be content
numbering now 13 tablets, probably from
merely to mention .five additional archives
the 15th century B. c.01
that supplement and control sources listed
g. Finally, three genres of texts are sigabove: ( 1) East of Ankara 100 miles is
Bogazkale (new name), ancient Hittite
15S For the bibliography of the Kiiltepe texts
capital of Hanusas, which since 1906 pro- see L. L. Orlin, "Assyrian Colonies in Cappadocia," unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University
duced more than 10,000 tablets. Of spe- of
Michigan, 1960, pp. 221-231, 238-241.
cial importance are the vassal treaties.Gi This study is currently in the press. See also P.
( 2) Southeast of Ankara 195 miles is Kiil- Garelli, Les Ass, rie111 en Copp.Joe• (Paris,
1963),pp.391-393.
tcpe, site of a 19th-century B. C. Assyrian
GO C. J. Gadd, "Tablets from Chagar Bazar,
trading colony, which has preserved more 1936," 11'1t(J, IV ( 1937) 1 178-185; "Tablets
than 6,000 tablets revealing economic, so- from Chagar Bazar and Tall Brak, 1937-38,"
Ira//, VII ( 1940) 22-66.
cial, and political realities that bear on the
oo J. Laess¢e, The Shemsha,11 T11blets. A Pr••
1

1

we.re first observed by S. Smith "'"'" ibid., p.
127.
H One of the most produaive students of
Hurrian language and culture was E. A. Speiser,
whose Gn•s;s, in The Anchor Bible (New
York, 1964), makes full use of the Nuzi
archive.
IT The complicated archive from Boghazkoy
can take us far beyond the range of this essay.
As an introduaion to history relevant to our
study see A. Goetze, "The Struggle for the
Domination of Syria (1400-1300 B. C.) ,..
CAR, rev. ed., Fascicle 57 (Cambridge, 1965),
especially
p. 22 for the bibliography of texts.
The treaties a.re of particular interest. See B.
Weidner, Polilisch• Doli11mnl•
KlrintUNn.
11111
Di. SIIIMw•rwig• ;,. J,Ji.JischB Stw11ch• 11111
tI.m A.rcbit, 1109 Bogbalioi. Bogbalioi S1,ul;.,,
8--9 (Leipzig, 1923). Also J. Friedrich, S1M1111mrig• J.s H1111~Rnch•s ;,. h•thhiscb.,
Stwtd•. I, MVA.G, XXXI. 1 (Leipzig, 1926),
XXXIV. 1 (Leipzig, 1929).
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liminar, Ropo,1 (Copenhagen, 1959); ''The
Second Shemshira Archive," S•m•r, XVI
( 1960) 1 12-19. Three additional letters have
been published in articles. Lae~. "Alckadian
Annakum: 'Tin' or 'Lead?'" Acltl Oriant.Jid,
XXIV (1959), 83-94. LaessJje, with E. B.
Knudsen, "An Old Babylonian Letter from a
Hurrian Environment," ZA, n. f., XXII (1961),
131-137; Laess¢e "IM 62100: A Letter from
Tell Shemshara," S1udies in Honor of Bnno
LllndsbergB, AS 16 (Chicago, 196,), pp. 189
to 196.
01 F. Hroznf in E. Sellin, Tell T11'11nn•li.
Den/iscbri/ttJn der Kaiserlicbtm AW•mh tl•r
Wissenscb11/1en in Wien. Philos-Hist. Klasse,
L (Wien, 1904), pp. 113-122, Taf. X-XI,
and B;n• N11chkse 11u/ dem T•ll T11'nn•i in
P11lii11in11, ibid., LIi (Wien, 190,), pp. 36--41,
Taf. I-III. The collation prepared by the
writer in Istanbul in June 1966 is being used by
the CAD staff but remains unpublished. Tablet
13, discovered in the summer of 1968, will appear in a forthcoming issue of BASOR. It is
a name list, probably of prisoners of war.
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nificant for recovering the style of action
and thought that had a formative influence
on Early Israel. The first is the Assyrian
Royal Inscriptions, beginning with Sargon
I in the late third millennium through
Sbamshi Adad I in the 18th century to the
fall of the kingdom at the end of the 7th
cenmry.02 The second source is the half
dozen law collections, particularly those
from the end of Hammurapi's reign. These
should be viewed in the light of the king's
desire to establish kitttt.m u mesharmn,
"justice and order." 63 Third is the collection of Old Babylonian letters, many from
Hammurapi to his servant-officials, describing the administration of an important
kingdom of the 18th century B. C.64
02 R. Borger, 1!.i11lt1ilung in dit1 dls,,ischen
K6nigsinsch,i/1an. Part I. Das zweil• Jah,1a11-send
11. Ch,. Handbuch de, O,ientalistik. Part K. B-,ginz"ngsbantl Piin/. Keilsch,i/lu,ktmthn (Leiden, 1964) is the best critical introduction to
texts and bibliography. Many texts are available
in D. D. Luckenbill, A.ncienl Records of Ass,,ia and Bab1lonit1, 2 vols. (Chicago, 1926--

1927).
03 R. Haase, Bin/iihrung in ddl S111dium kt1ilschri/llicher RechlSqtlellen (Wiesbaden, 1965).
See particularly F. R. Kraus, Bi,i Bdikl des
Konigs
110n Bab,ylo111 SD, V (LeiA.mmisadt1qt1
den, 1958), and the study by J. J. Finkelstein,
..Ammisaduqa's Edict and the Babylonian 'Law
Codes,"' "}CS, XV ( 1961), 91-104; "Some
New 1nisha111m Material and Its Implications,"
Stt«lit1s in Honor of Benno Landsberger (note
36), pp. 233-246.
04 This widely scattered material is now conveniently collected in the new series ABUU
edited by F. R. Kraus. Brief• a111 dam British
Af.11-seNm (CT 43 and 44), ed. P. R. Kraus,
ABUU, I (Leiden, 1964). Brief• aus dt1m
B,ilish Museum (UH and er 2-33), ed. R.
Prankena, ABUU, II (Leiden, 1966). Brit1/t1 aus
dt1m A-,chi11 dt1s Shamash-Hizi,
ford
(TCL 7 and OBcr 3), ABUU, IV (Leiden, 1968) . See also the article on Hammurapi
cited in note 21 above, in Bohl's O,P•r• Mino,11,
p. 341 1 note 68 to p. 355.
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As penetrating and eloquent as is the
epigraphic evidence, the empirical facts
of the stratigraphic record, if carefully observed, excavated, and recorded, provide
not only an independent conuol for chronological sequence but also an essential embodiment of words and phrases in physical
suuccures and artifacts. Unfortunately, rigorous stratigraphic excavation, following
the principles of the so-called WheelerKenyon method, is all too rare.GS The development of a precise ceramic typology
based on the pottery content of sealed loci
plus the fact that people tend to live on
level surfaces has preserved from total
chaos materials excavated as horizontal
bands of soil or arbiuary spits rather than
empirically discreet layers.88 Because of
the caution with which one must interpret
archaeological reports, some field experience under competent leadership would
seem a desirable requisite for the historian
who must critically evaluate archaeological
evidence.
The chart on the following pages is an
attempt to summarize by means of typical
examples the kind of archaeological eviGG The method is described by M. Wheeler,
A-,ch111oloa, f,rom 1ht1 &,1h (Baltimore, 19?6
[Penguin Books] ) , and K. M. Kenyon, B1g,n11i11,g in Arch111oloa,1 rev. ed. (New York,
1953).

oo No better evidence for the seriousness with
which Palestinian field archaeologists discuss the
matter of method can be offered than the manner in which J. B. Pritchard, Wint1ry, Dt1/ms1s,
Gibeon,
Museum Monographs
antl So,mtlings 111
(Philadelphia, 1964). ~ g~ted by three fellow
field
10
reviews: RB,
;,,, Paris
•nd,archaeologists
OxLXXIII ( 1966), 130-135 by R. de Vaux;
PEQ, XCVIII (1966), 114-118 by Peter Paar;
and AJA, LXXII (1968), 391-93 by Paul
Lapp. A "spit" is a British term for a layer of
earth as deep as the blade of a spade.
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12. Summary of 3rd-2nd MIiiennium Archaeologlcal Record in Palestine (See note 67)
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I

II

Ill fla
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II
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I
I

City falls
levels 7-9
limo klln between goto
towers

Mlrzb6neh

Meglddo
Tombs 11018, 1102 lower.
Shaft tombs.

C. 45 cylindrical shaft lambs. Pottery dales to
1B II. 1-3 persons per tomb. Many skeletal remains wero decarnale. Gifts few.

el-Jib

!

15 shaft tombs w/4,spouted
lamps, lavelln point w/tang.
One burial per tomb.

et-Tell

Bob edh-Dhr6
Large cemetery w/ 3 types
of burials: cairn, charnal
houses, and shaft lambs.
Latter contains EB material
fr. occupa tion of adjacent
city. Charnol house A 51
had 600 pols, beads,
crescent ballle 0 110 of
copper; skulls lined room,
bones.
led
piles of sepora

Jorlcho

Arad

Tombs B, C, G.
No architecture

Earliest largo bldgs.
dostr. by earthquake. Terrace wall
romolns but later
falls.
Tombs A94, 108
Sanctuary 8
Torraco wa ll rec. 2900-2700
built. Now archi•
2 rooms against cityu:e tocl
and trodllions.
wall A1 circular
stone altar; city
Tomb A 127
walls C-8. Clladol
wall 8 phase. 27
acres inside walls.
Sanctuary A
Altar against city
wall B. City falls
c. 2500. City wall
A built against B.
Wall A phase of
citadel

lO'o·els 5-6

Shrine 4040 In Area BB
Inner room 7¼ m. X 13¼
m. Rectangular altar approached by 4 lateral steps,
2 plllar bases In cella and
porllca. Altar 4017 In use,
surrounded by low wall.

Ill fla

-

Walls and gate on•
lorged

FarCah (NJ
Occupallon In shallow
pits
Tomb 3 and probably
"uppor chalcollthlc"
tombs.
Cily founded c. 3100
Rectangular houses border
slleots w/ drains; do,
fonded by mudbrick wall
c. 2¼ m. thick, goto
w/ 2 towers. Kiln. Small
Sanctuary.

Ill

fa
1118

1i
;z

I

Strata XVIII-XVI. Stai•
1-4 (on slopes), Rectangular
hous•. City (?J wall enlorgad fram 4 to 8 m. wide,
Altar 4017 In Area BB 11
8 m. In diameter, 1.4 m.
high w/1teps

I

=

~

Dothan
City wall c. 3 m. wide,
sleps 4 m. wide 10
down slope, part of
uateway. leYttl1 11-10

4 phases of city wall
c. 4 m. wide plus revel•
mont and glacls-roadway
on 5 slope. Towers
associated w/clty walls

j

Ill

Tacannek

Meglddo
Strata XX-XIX. Rectangular
shrine w/allar against rear
wall,

CAilul
1500 cemetery,
rectangular shafts.
100-200 cemetery,
rounded shafts.
Green brick houses.
Shrine (?)

Brick canst. silos.
Much rebuilding
from earlier pha,os.
Tombs F 4, A, 2,
351. EB cily wall
rebuilt 16 limos

25 acres surrounded by
wall 2.30 m. wide
w/ somlclrcular towers.
4 strata. Clay model of
EB house. House,,
slrH II, circular granarlos1 destr. and of EB
II.

Beit Minim
Stratum J. No walls,
only sherds

Jericho

Beil Minim

346 rock-cut shaft
tombs. 4 main
types. Dagger pottery, square shaft,
outsize
Stratum I Is early phase
of Stratum H which Is
walled (?) city. No arli•
facts. Poor.

lachlah
120 tombs In cemetery 2000. Small and badly
preserved. Toll was not occupied.

Blank box indicates period when excavations show the site was unoccupied.
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Meglclclo

I

m ~
!,!
..

A

XII-XI. Width of city

h

91

a ..

i;

..~

FarCah (NJ

.

=

Lower city founded, Area C,.C
(XVIII, Earth rampart. AkkadIan namo Inscription. Area F
tombs.
Area C:3=CXYIJ city dostr.
Infant jar burials. Area F
palace. Temple In Area H.

C

I

IX.
Bl-chrome ware
w/blrds and fish In
panels.

Area C:2=(XV). Shrine confained 10 slolae, staluo, offering
tables. Houses and pottery shop
near. Cull mask and standard.
Lion orlho11at. Akk. clay llver
- c . 1.C68-- model(1),

II

VIII-VIII,
City gale on N.
Temple 2048. lvorle1
from palace. (VIII,
Meglddo of Amarna
totters).
VII B city destr. but
rebullt only sllghlly
altered.

Lower city
abandoned,
- c . 1150-- Uppor city Area
A XII-XI 11101,
hearths, lont
- c . 1 0 7 5 - - foundation,
show modest
occupation,
VI A-B. N- bldg.
Same In Area
tradition begins.
8. No city here
Only In A 11 wall
w/gate con1lr. Hoard In thl1 period.
of 1llver 1-.1,y.
Bronn statuette
covered w/1old,
Canaonll• culture,
City 11 destroyed.
.

A
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Level 5. Tombs A,
M. Now walls defend
W half of tell, glacl1.
New ga le continuod
In use through

Stratum E. City wall
has glads of
tramped earth.
E. gate. Bastion.
Houses,
D. Patrician house.
Serpent-sodden stele.
3 Astarte plaques,
gamins pieces, lime•
stone maid for blades.

Iron Age. Undor•
ground sanctuary
w/swino banos.

E. gate. Earth altar. Century
gap in occupation. City declines
In LB, temple rebuilt, less
massive. One massebah In stone
socket. Brick altar cont. thru

Akkadian tablets. Courtyard
house w/ 8 rooms deslr.
c. 1468

Silver-leafed bronze
statue of Halhor
found in temple (? ).
level 4 11 LB. Tomb
6, elements In tombs
11, 12, 16.

Drain-pipe bldu. on S. Cullie
Installation, a basin. lsraelllo
occupollon begins in 10
cont. City dos tr. c. 1150.

No deslr. Layer divides end of
LB wilh beginning of Iron Ago.

Shechem
Fortress-temple
2b. Floor
raised. Nstone allor.
3 massebolh.
Dost,. c. 1100,
a:oo no longer
sacred.
I

I

I
I

Strata F-G prnervn
city ond house walls,
esp. G Incense
stand.

West Building founded over
EB structuros. Glacis against
YI. wall. Floor burials.

LB II. Amarna letters from
lab'ayu of Shechom. Forlross•
temple 2o con11r. c. 1.C50 In use.

et-Tell

Arad
Stratum XII
Silos and slm•
pie housos.
Earlle1t Iron
Age occup.
from end of
11th cent.
Fortress of
Stratum XI
bogln1 In 10th
cent.

!
I
I

Unwalled vii•
lage limlled
lo summit of
tell. Loss than
3 acres. Villa
court stone
wall has 4
IIOn~ plllars.

Belt Minim

Sparse occupation.
Use EB defon1e1 •
Burials betwHn
houses.

New city wall + NW gale. Old
temple area filled in. New
temple c. 26X21 m. Entrance
flanked by massoboth (pillars).

el-Jib
No LB city
yet. Iron Age
city 11 crude.
Pool cons Ir.
removed 3000
Ions of llme•
stone.

VIIA Waler sy1te11.

- I

ht canst. c. 1800. Seal
cylindor lmprenion w/ N. Syrian
connections. Double city walls.
"Courtya rd temple"(?I w/paved
cntranca below which wa1 lar
burial of Infant.

Area C,la•b=(XIV-XIII).
Mycenean 111 A ware, Area D.
Area F bccamo cult center. Stano
altar 2,4X,85X1.2 m. Tamplo
In Area H Temple rebullt
w/porch, hall, holy of holles,
drossod basalt orthostols forming
dado, Gale In Area K. Desir,
1250-1200-Xlll In Upper City.

Hazor

s-z ....j

Jacannek

Shechem

Repairs and additions
to XI strvcturos.

0 ..

='~-..

wall doubled (XIII,
Interior buttre1se1
(XI). City partially
destr.

x.

!

~l
=

Hazor

i

0

2ID R

~~

Strata XV XIII.
3 temples. May be
EBI Jar burlal1. City
wall w/glacl1 (XIII).
End w/destrvctlon.

C. 2.50 m. wide city
wall. House, court
w/ rooms on 2-3
1lde1, 1llos common
lhru Sir. B. Libation
tray w/ llons. 12
- c . 1 250 - Astarte figurines.
Sll11ht gop.
Is. houses bogln In
10th cent.

Bethel
Desir. c. 1240.
1-1 .5 m. thick ash.
Pottery. Houses aro
vary poorly mado.
Desir. early In 12c.
Vary llttlo Phlllstine
ware. Piers common
In house walls.
Canaanite masseboh
lncorporoled Into
hou10 -11.

Br No city wall,
Houses, slroel concentric w/ wall llno.
SIios. 7 crude
fl11urlnn.

a2 • Phlllstlne ware
oppoors. Only one
house con be reconstructed.

B8 • City wall bullt.
Ca1omate. Small
llmeslone altar.
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dence at hand, the segmentation into time
periods, and the fundamental patterns of
occupation and disoccupation. Though
Biblical events in Palestine are limited to
the second and first millennium, the third

is an essential prolog. Architectural traditions, choice of sites for urban development, and forms of industrial and cultic
installations and artifacts are established
in the Early Bronze Age. Also, since the

8T Notes and discussion on each box would
take us far afield. Below are listed alphabetically
the 16 sites cited with appropriate basic bibliography,
L Tell el-'Ajjul. P. Pettie, Ancienl Gt1Z111
4 vols. (London, 1931-1934). See interpretation by W. P. Albright, 'The Chronology of a
South Palestinian City, Tell el-'Ajjul." AJSL,
IV (1938), 337-359.
b. Tell Artlll. Preliminary reports by Y.
Aharoni, "Excavations at Tell Arad," IBJ, XIV
(1964), 131-147; Y. Aharoni and R. Amiran,
XVII, ( 1967) 1 233-249. Popular summary:
Y. Aharoni and R. Amiran, "Arad: A Biblical
City in Southern Palestine," Arehaology, XVII
(1964) I 43-53,
c. Bab edh-Dhr4'. W. P. Albright el 11l.,
''Early-Bronze Pottery from Bab ed-Dra' in
Moab," BASOR, 95 ( 1944). 3-13. P. W.
Lapp, 'The Cemetery at Bab edh-Dhra". Jordan,"
Arehuoloi,, XIX (1966) 1 104-111. Paul W.
Lapp, "Bab edh-Dhra' Tomb A76 and Early
Bronze I in Palestine," BASOR, 189 ( 1968) 1
12---41.
d. Belhel. ]. Kelso el td., The Bx&1111t11ion of
S1ill
Be1bel (1934-1960), AASOR, XXXIX (New
Haven, 1968). J. Kelso, 'The Fourth Campaign at Bethel."' BASOR, 164 (1961) 1 5-19.
Earlier reports in BASOR, 55 ( 1934), 24 f.; 56
(1934), 1-15; 137 (1955), 5-9; 151
(1958), 3-8.
e. Dolhn.
by J.
Pree in BASOR, 131 (1953), 16-20; 135
(1954), 14-20; 139 (1955), 3-9; 143
(1956), 11-17; 152 (1958), 10-18; 156
(1959), 22-:29; 160 (1960), 6-15. Popular
summary by J. Pree, 'The Excavation of Dothan," BA, XIX ( 1956), 43-48.
f. Tell el p.,.•td, (N). R. de Vaux, seven preliminary reports, RB, LIV ( 1947), 394-443,
573-589; LV (1948), 544-580; LVI
(1949), 102-138; LVIII (1951), 552-580.
A summary: 'The Excavations at Tell el Par'ah
and the Site of Ancient Tinah," PBQ, XCI
(1956), 125-140.
g. Hao,. Y. Yadin el tJ., Hao, I (Jeru-

salem, 1958); Hao, II (Jerusalem, 1960);
Hao, Ill-IV (Jerusalem, 1961). Pour preliminary reports appeared in both BA and IBJ
between 1956 and 1959. Summary: Yadin, "Excavations at Hazor (1955-1958)," The Bibli&11l Arehaeologisl Reader, 2, ed. D. N. Freedman and E. P. Campbell Jr. (Garden City,
1964) I PP• 191-224.
h. Jericho. K. M. Kenyon, Digging •fl ]meho (New York, 1957); '/!xea11111ions 111 ]erieho,
Vol. I: The Tombs Bx&t1flt1led. in 19-'2-4 (London, 1960); '/!xc11f111lions 111 Jericho, Vol. II:
The Tombs Bx&tlfl11lod. in 19-'-'-8 (London,
1965). Miss Kenyon's preliminary reportS appeared in PBQ each year between 1951 and
1957. Results from the two earlier excavations
are summarized in J. and J.B. E. Garstang, Th,
Story of Jericho (London, 1948), and E. Sellin
and C. Watzinger, Jericho (Leipzig, 1913),
i. Tell el Jib. Besides the item in note 66,
sec J. B. Pritchard, The Bronze Age Cun,1n,
111 Gibeon (Philadelphia, 1963); Th, W'dl1r
s,s1em of Gibeo11 (Philadelphia, 1961). A popular summary is Gibeon, Where
San lhe
S1ootl
(Princeton, 1962).
j. Ltlehish or Tell etl D•weir. Olga Tufnell
el tJ., Ltlehish IV. The Bron%e Age. Text and
Plates Vols. (London, 1958). Ltlehish II. Tl#
PosseSeven
Temple
(London, reports
1940). Ltlehish III. Th,
preliminary
Iron Age. Test and Plates Vols. (London,
1953).
k. Megidtlo. G. Loud, Megiddo 11: S1t1101U
193-'-:39, 2 vols., OIP, 62 (Chicago, 1948).
See reviews by W. P. Albright in AJA, UII
(1949), 213-215, and G. E. Wright, JAOS,
LXX (1950), 56-60. P. L. O. Guy and R. M.
Engberg, Megultlo Tombs, OIP, 33 (Chicaso,
1938). R. S. Lamon, The M,gitldo WIii•
S1s1,m, OIP, 32 (Chicago, 1935).
1. Tell Beil Mirsim. See note 24. Abo, V/.
P. Albright, Tell Beil Mirsim II. Th, Bronu
Age, AASOR, XVII (New Haven, 1938). T,U
Beil Mirsim III. The Iron Age, AA.SOR, XXIXXII (New Haven, 1943).
m. Mmbtlneh. P. W. Lapp, Th• Dh• Min-
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Intermediate Bronze Age allows one to
examine the problem of cultural discontinuity, one is prepared to approach the
disruption of traditions represented by the
establishment of Israel in Palestine with
some perspective. Not included in this chart
is the evidence for Transjordan, except
for Bib edh-Dhri, nor any sites in Syria,
for example, Mishrife-Qatna, Ras Shamra,
Hami, Carchemish, Alalah, Amuq Plain,
Tell Mardikh, as well as sites along the
Habur and its tributaries. Finally, the political and cultural events in peripheral regions {Mesopotamia-Iran, Anatolia-Aegean, and Egypt-Sudan) must be included
in order to uncover the sources and meaning of dominant trends, which may include
revolution, international peace and commerce, or the influx of new and powerful
ideas and peoples.
btineh Tombs. Three lnlermodidle
JordanBronre Age
in
(New Haven, 1966).
n. Shechem. G. Ernest Wright, Shechem.
The Biograph, of" Bibliul c;,, (New York,
1965). This is a summary of the preliminary reports, which arc by G. E. Wright, BASOR, 144
(1956), 9-23; 148 (1957), 11-28; 161
(1961), 11-54; 169 (1963), 1-60; 180
( 1965), 7----41; by R. J. Bull and E. P. Campbell Jr., 190 (1968), 2----41. A popular summary is E. F. Campbell Jr. and J. F. Ross, ''The
Excavation of Shechem and the Biblical Tradition," The Bibliul Archaeologisl Reader, 2, pp.
275-300 (reprinted from BA, XXVI [1963],
1-27).
o. TeU T11'11nnek. P. W. Lapp has compiled
the preliminary repons, which have appeared in
BASOR, 173 (1964), 4-44; 185 (1967), 2
to 39; 195 (1969)
2----49.
Earlier repons by
E. Sellin are cited in note 61.
p. TeU el-TeU. The first preliminary report
on the new excavation is J. A. Callaway,
BASOR, 178 (1965), 13----40. The earlier work
is Mme. J. Marquet-Krause, Les Po11illes th 'A1
(el-TeU) 1933-193,, BAH, XLV (Paris,
1949). See analysis by L H. Vincent, "Les
essay (1937), 231fouilles d'et-Tell," RB, XI.VI
266.
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III. OLD TBsTAMENT SoURCES
Archaeological discovery has provided
the historian of Israel's religion with important controls for dating OT sources.
In general, orthography, lexicon, syntaX,
and concepts, where they can be tested by
reliably dated parallels in the Ancient Near
East, support the view that materials in
the OT that describe the religion of Early
Israel accurately reBea and perhaps are
even derived in written form from the
13th to the 11th century B. C. The new
sources allow us to fill in some details of
the history of the Masoretic Text as well as
a closely related subjea, the history of the
Hebrew language. The orthographic analysis of Northwest Semitic inscriptions by
Albright, Cross, and Freedman suggests
that the Masoretic Text can best be understood as the composite of at least five
major phases of orthographic development,
that is, Phoenician ( to the end of the 10th
century), Aramaic ( 9th and 8th century),
Jewish (6th to 1st century), Rabbinic
(Early Christian period), Masoretic phase
(7th to 10th century after Christ).88 The
Phoenician phase is characterized by purely
consonantal spelling, vowels represented in
no position. Io the 9th century 111111,es lec#ones begin to appear in final positions.
Ostraca from Samaria, Lachish, and Arad
and monumental inscriptions from Dibon
and Jerusalem document the orthography
of this period. Masoretic spelling begins to
as P. M. Cross Jr. and D. N. Freedman,
&,l, HebrtJfll Or1bogr11J1b1, A S1""'1 of lb•
Bpigr11J1hi& Bfliden", AOS, 36 (New Haven,
1952) pp. 69 f. W. P. Albrisht began these
studies' with ''The Earliest Forms of Heb~
Verse" JPOS, 11 (1922), 69-86. The evidence' from considered
Ugarit was
fim: in the
on the Oracles of BaJRlm cited in noie 79

below.
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appear already in the Jewish period. By
the Maccabean Era sc1·i,ptio ,pl,me reached
its fullest development. Hebrew orthography and paleography from the 3d centuty B. C. to the 1st century of the Christian era have been richly illuminated by
the discovecy of the so-called Dead Sea
Scrolls.00
Another, perhaps even prior, concern is
the history of the Hebrew text that serves
as the basis for the reconstruction of the
religion of Early Israel. Since 1937 the
Hebrew text used by most scholars has
been Codex B 19a, dated ca. A. D. 1008,
the property of the Leningrad Public Library, commonly available in the KittelKahle edition, Biblia Hebraica8.70 This
manuscript, the high point of Masoretic
aaivity, is the work of Aaron hen Moses
ben Asher, the last of .five generations of
the Ben Asher family in Tiberias, A. D.
78~930. Until 1947 the Septuagint
09 P. Wernberg-M-ller, "Studies in the Defective Spellings in the Isaiah-Scroll of Saint
Mark's Monastery," JSS, Ill (19S8), 244-264.
M. Burrows, "Orthography, Morphology, and
Syntax of the St. Mark's Isaiah Manuscript,"
]BL, LXVIII (1949), 19S-211. D. N. Freedman, 'The Masoretic Text and the Qumran
Scrolls: A Study in Orthography," Te:xe,u, II
(1962), 87-102, on 4Q JerG and the ProtoMasoretic family. Paleography is another index
that has been systematized by F. M. Cross, "The
Development of Jewish Scripts," BANE, pp.
133-202.
TO P. E. Kahle, Th• Coro G,niu, The
Schweich Lectures for 1941, 2d ed. (Oxford,
19S9), pp. 131-138, on the discovery and evaluation of this manuscript. Bibli• H•br11ic11, ed.
R.. Kittel and P. Kahle, 3d ed. (Stuttgart, 1937).
The critical apparatus bas been consistently and
justifiably attacked by H. Orlinsky. See "The
TexN&l Criticism of the Old Testament,"
BA.NB, pp. 113-132, for a summary of his
critique. K. Elliger and W. Rudolph are editing
an entirely new edition of the Hebrew Bible to
be known as Biblid H•br,nu SINllg11r1,nsil, or
BHS. Isaiah and Psalms have appeared.
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(LX..X) was the major bridge to the preMasoretic Text tradition.71 Because the
LX.cX often diverged from the Masoretic
Text, sometimes widely, as in the case of
Samuel, there was disagreement about the
nature of the "translation." 72 The dramatic
discovery of scrolls in the Judean Desert
between 1947 and 1956 has leaped a millennium of silence in the history of the
text of the Hebrew Bible. The recovery of
Hebrew manuscripts that agree with the
shorter LXX editions of Samuel illustrates
the complicated background of the formation of the text type we have inherited in
Codex B 19a.73 The LXX, as Wellhausen
had guessed, is a reliable, even literal,
translation of a Hebrew V orlage, and not
a Targum as some had contended.74
'i1 H. M. Orlinsky, "Current Progress and
Problems in Septuagint Research," The S111tl1
of el:,o Dible Today ,md Tomo"ow, ed. H. R..
Willoughby (Chicago, 1947), pp. 144-161.
See now S. Jellicoe, The Sep11111gin1 antl Moder•
S11,J,, (Oxford, 1968). J. D. Shenkel, Ch,011ology 1111d Reconsio11al Dc11elot,monl in lh•
Greek Taxi of Kings, H11rt111rtl Semilic Monographs, 1 (Cambridge, 1968), pp. S-21.
72 H. M. Orlinsky, "On the Present State of
Proto-Septuagint Studies," JAOS, LXI ( 1941),
81-91. H. Gehman, "Exegetical Methods Employed by the Greek Translator of I Samuel,"
]A.OS, LXX ( 19S0), 292-296. See now P. M.
Cross Jr., "A New Qumran Biblical Fragment
Related to the Original Hebrew Underlying the
Septuagint," BASOR, 132 (1953), lS-26, and
"The Oldest Manuscripts from Qumran," ]BL,
LXXIV ( 19SS), 147-172, esp. 165-172,
78 F. M. Cross Jr., "The History of the Biblical Text in the Light of Discoveries in the Judaean Desert," HTR, LVII ( 1964), 281-299.
P. W. Skehan, "The Biblical Scrolls and the
Text of the Old Testament," BA, XXVID
(196S), 87-100. F. M. Cross Jr., 'The Contributions of the Qumrin Discoveries to the
Study of the Biblical Text.'' IBJ, XVI ( 1966),
81-95. Also J. D. Shenkel (see note 71),
'14 J. Wellhausen, Der T•:xl J., BidJ,r
S11m11•lis tmlnst1chl (Berlin, 1871),
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Thanks to these discoveries the history of
the OT text is dearer, and textual obscurities are receiving more adequate treatment.
We are on firmer textual ground to begin
historical studies than ever before.
The relative rarity in the OT of phonetic consonandsm, that is, a script exclusively consonantal, which char:i.cterizes
Phoenician spelling, means that the
Hebrew text we have dates from the 9th
century and later. Already in the Dead
Sea Scrolls of the 2d century B. C. the essentials of the Masoretic Text tradition are
apparent. These sources allow us therefore
to return to between the 9th and 2d century B. C. Can we go farther? Do we possess controls that would permit us to date
linguistic, literary, and cultural forms in
the Pentateuch and Former Prophets to the
period between 1300 and 1000 B. C., direct
witnesses to the religion of Early Israel?
TI1e chief new source that has proved decisive for an affirmative answer began to
appear on May 14, 1929, in the form of
20 clay tablets in an unknown cuneiform
script located in a temple library ropm in
the upper layers of Ras Shamra in Syria.75
Stratum I was dated 1500-1100 B. C. TI1e
three Canaanite epics plus the administrative archive (also in Akkadian) discovered there contain more than enough analogy in all categories cited above to locate
much of the tradition of religion in Early
Israel in the period between 1300 and 1000
B. C. Combine the new information with
the Canaanite glosses in the Amarna Let-

57'

ters, and the light on the historical grammar of the OT shines brighdy.70
Since the orthographic and phonetic traditions preserved in the Masoretic Text
postdate the 10th century B. C., it is a
measure of the conscrvativism of the tradition and the editors that any evidence
from the 13th to the 11th century survives
in the Hebrew Bible. Because of the formative significance of this material in Israel, it is probable that this tendency was
in part religiously motivated. To simplify
presentation one may separate the grammatical and the cultural archaisms, though
the latter are reflected in the content of
the lexicon. On the basis of Ugaritic and
Amarna Canaanite, many nominal forms,
once emended because they did not make
sense, are now known to be valid and
meaningful. This has been shown to be
particularly true in poetic materials, for
example, Gen. 49, Ex. 15, Num. 22-24,
Deur. 32-33, Judg. 5, 2 Sam. 22 Ps. 18,
Ps. 68, and Hab. 3.77 A few illustrations

=

'iG One of the most active conuibuton to this
field is M. J. Dahood. See E. R. Martinez, H•brew-Ugarilic I11dex lo lh• Wrilings of Milch•ll
]. Dahood (Rome, 1967).
77 F. M. C10ss Jr., "Studies in Ancient Yahwistic Poetry," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 1950.
See also B. Vawter, "'The Canaanite Backg10und
of Gen. 49," CBQ, XVII ( 1955), 1-18; P. M.
C10ss and D. N. Freedman, ''The Song of Miriam." JNES, XIV (1955), 237-250, and
"The Blessing of Moses," JBL, LXVII (1948),
191-210i "A Royal Song of Thanksgivingii Samuel 22
Psalm 18," JBL, LXXII
(1953) 1 15-34i W. F. Albright, ''The Oracles
of Balaam," JBL, LXIII ( 1944), 207-233;
"Some Remarks on the Song of Moses in
715 The basic textbookscited
are
in note 43.
The compendious suivey of J. Gray, Th• ug11QJ Deute10nomy XXXII." VT, IX ( 1959), 339 to
346i
of C11n1111n: Th• RIIS Sh11mr• Texls 11ntl
OltlThnr
Tesldmenl, "A Camlogue of Eady Hebrew Lyric Poems
(Psalm 68) ," HUCif., Vol. XXIII, Part I (Cin2d rev. ed.
lo lh•
(Leiden, 1965), SVT V. The recent summary cinnati, 1950-1951), pp. 1-39i and ''The
of W. P. Albright, Y•hw•h ,mtl 1h• Gotls (see Psalm of Habakkuk," Sltulias i• Oltl T•stt1111tml
Proph•"I
(Edinburgh, 1950), pp. 1-18.
note 31) fully exploits the new material.

=

R•ln""'•
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must suffice. What were formerly thought
to preserve traces of nominal cases, genitive /-ii and accusative /-a/ gene.rally
elided after Ama.rna (early 14th century),
must now be explained otherwise. The
terminative <-ah> in sh11maimah ( "heavenwards") and 'Msah ("earthwards") is
not a vestigial accusative. In the orthography of Ugarit the final <h> appears
as a consonant, shmmh, and therefore not
a mater leclionis for vowel /-a/.18 Also,
the discovery that in Canaanite the infinitive absolute may serve as a finite verb has
resulted in the recovery of meaning from
forms long regarded as corrupt. The final
/-i/ in n'dry ne'diiri (Ex.15:6) and in
'sry='oseri (Gen.49:11) is not an old
genitive to be pointed as an active participle plus a "connecting hif-eq" as in the
Maso.retie Text. It is most probable that
these consonants must be revocalized as
infinitive absolutes, ne'tlori ( "it is fearful") and 'isori ("he tethers"), and uanslated as finite verbs, a phenomenon discovered by Moran in Canaanite Amarna Letters.79 Huseman has noted about 50 exam-

=

'IS See E. A. Speiser, 'The Terminative-Adverbial in Canaaoite-Ugaritic and Akkadian,"
IBJ, IV (19S4), 108-llS. Gordon, Ugaritic
Ta1bool, (note 43), p. 102, par. 11.1. The
transliteration symbols are those of G. M.
Schramm, Th• G,11phem•s of Tiberian Hebrftll,
University of California Publications, Near
Eastem Studies, Vol. II (Berkeley, 1964) 1 p. 3,
note 2. The symbols
and
enclose one-toone transliteration of letter(s) of the Hebrew
text of the Old Testament or other ancient
documents. Slash lines, / /, enclose phonemes.
'II See first W. L Moran, "The Use of the
Cao11oite Infinitive Absolute as a Finite Verb
in the Amarna Letters from Byblos." JCS, IV
(19S0) 1 169--172, who deals with the paradigmatic construction, qali/; 1111iiN. The interpreration is a suggestion of W. P. Albright
ll/nlll Cross and Freedman, 'The Song of Miriam," ]NBS, XIV ( 19S5), 245 f. This super-

<
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pies in the Pentateuch and Former Prophets.80 There is not space to extend this list
or elaborate on its significance. The weight
of this type of evidence supports an early
date for the vocabulary, grammar, and
cliches in the poetry cited above.81
It is therefore reasonable to use these
poems to reconsuuct the religion of Early
Israel. Can we also use the intervening
prose, relevant portions of Exodus, Numbers, Joshua-2 Samuel? The literary form
may be late, and its historical usefulness
may require considerable help from extrabiblical sources.8!! The basic objective
here, however, is to establish whether in
the main the traditions contained in the
prose of the Pentateuch and Former Prophets can belong to the last half of the second
millennium B. C. Again, one must be content with a few illustrations. There is little
doubt in this writer's mind that the keystone in the argument for the antiquity of
sedes Cross's dissertation "Studies in Ancient
Yahwistic Poetry.'' pp. 112 f. The word pattem
of this verse (AB:CD, AB:EF) is also common in Ugaritic epics.
80 J. Huseman, "Finite Uses of Infinitive
Absolute.'' Biblica, XXXVII ( 1957), 271 to
29S, and "The Infinitive Absolute and the Waw
Perfect Problem."' Biblica, XXXVII ( 1956),
410--434.
s1 A summary is W. L. Moran, 'The Hebrew Language in Its Northwest Semitic Background.'' BA.NB, S4---72. Early but still useful introductory statements are H. L. Ginsberg,
"Ugaritic Studies and the Bible.'' The Bi~lit:lll
Archaeologisl Re11tle,, 2, pp. 34-S0 ( reprinted
from BA, VIII [194S], 41-58). Also W. F.
Albright, "The Old Testament and Canaanite
Language and Literatw:e," CBQ, VII ( 1945),
S-31.
82 A good example is the almost 20. parallels E. A. Speiser finds between the pamar~
narrative and the Nuzu tablets. See his Genesas
(note S6). We will not deal with the ~auiarcbs
in this essay. The most recent survey 1s W. P.
Albrisht, YtdJweb tlflll th• GoJs (note ~1).

+
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those traditions in the Pentateuch that are
crucial for the religion of Early Israel is
G. E. Mendenhall's demonstration that the
covenant between Yahweh and Israel at
Sinai is an adaptation of the vassal treaty,
most clearly extant in the Hittite Suzerainty Treaty.83 The "murmuring" narrative in Numbers assumes the covenant and
re.Beets "breach of treaty," which Yahweh
punished severely. "Murmuring" is ~ot
merely complaint about conditions in the
desert that demoralized the fleeing slaves.84
Though literary critics have assigned these
traditions to P, they are as ancient as the
covenant itself. Another kind of evidence
is decisive: the demonstration on the basis
of Akkadian administrative documents
from Ugarit and Alalah that Samuel's hostility to kingship in Israel ( 1 Sam. 8:4-17)
was based on precise knowledge of Canaanite monarchic patterns, which had disintegrated by the time monarchy was established in Israel.8G At the same time,
the type of warfare practised in Israel, her
perpetuation of military traditions that
can be traced back to 18th-century Mari,
and her disdain for the professional military equipment and leadership employed
by the Canaanite city-states establish not
83 See note 33. Also D. J. McCarthy, "Covenant in the Old Testament: The Present State
of Inquiry," CBQ, XXVII (1965), 217-240.
G. E. Mendenhall, IDB, s. 11. "Covenant."
84 See the writer's unpublished essay, "The
Murmuring Narratives in Numbers" (1958),

1-18. See G. W. Coats, Rsbsllion in lbs
Tbs
in lbs
Wildsmsss:
Wildsmsss
Tf'tlllition
of lbs Old Tosltlmnl
(New York, 1968); he ignores the archaeological material and therefore advances little beyond the subjective sum of earlier literary criticism.
815 I. Mendelsohn, "Samuel's Denunciation of
Kingship in the Light of Akkadian Documents
from Ugarit," BASOR, 143 ( 1956), 17-22.
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only the antiquity of Israelite traditions but
also her unique character as a dissenting and
disinherited community of hophshi ( emancipated slaves) and habiru (social outcasts) .80 This is the kind of evidence that
supports the general assumption that one
may safely use the prose sources re.8eaing
Israel between Moses and Samuel to reconstruct the religion of Early Israel87

IV. PALESTINE-SYRIA IN THB
SECOND MILLENNIUM B. C.
Two comments are in order as we begin
to sift through the mass of new and old
material for the key to understanding the
religion of Early Israel In order to interpret these alien and ancient OT sources
we do need at least reasonably contemporary witnesses to provide some sense of the
inward form and outward meaning of
events, of the values and confilcts, dilemmas and desires, implied in the language
of texts. Fortunately, sufficient resources
have been provided by archaeology to restore tentatively at least the historical context within which Early Israel was born
and matured. Continuity and discontinuity
with essential features of life in PalestineSyria in the second millennium B. C. may
help identify the Eigenarl of Israel as well
as discover a model by which to interpret
the events between Sinai and Shiloh.
A model is an unconscious system of
thought deep within the OT sources, revealed moreMoli/
by action and function of perMurmuring
so A. E. Glock, "Warfare in Mari" (note
52), pp. 189-237.
ST The msk of the literary critic is, among
other things,
attempt
to
to discover how the
ancient writer is using his sources, his special
point of view, whether he understands his
sources. and how his personal viewpoint alters
the testimony of the ancient sources.
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sons and groups than by explicit abstract
description. The validity of the model is
its ability to provide deep meaning and
unity to diverse elements in the sources.88
One further general restatement on the
limitation of the extrabiblical sources is in
place. Both epigraphic and archaeological
evidence, the words and buildings that have
survived, in large measure reflect the
thought and work of the royal court and
ics administrative offices, that is, the powerful upper strata in society. The little that
is heard indirectly in the archives of the
vase majority of the "people" comes either
when they serve the court or rebel against
it. Indeed, in the crisis resulting from revolt one learns more of the "people," their
e11.-ploitation, and the defenders of the status quo than in routine records. In this
section the basic focus will be on political
and social structures of the two best documented centuries, the 18th and the 14th.
Here ideas and people provide a vivid
setting for the shape and meaning of the
religion of Early Israel
After four centuries in which the population of Palestine did not commonly live
in buildings that have survived within
walled cities (Intermediate Bronze Age,
hereafter IB, 2300-1900 B.C.), a reurbanization began ca. 1850 B. C. (Middle
Bronze Age, hereafter MB, to ca. 1550
B. C.). The people involved in this development were probably the West Semitic
Amorites, from whom the Biblical patri88 W. F. Albright, Archaoloi,, His1oriul
Aflllloi, lll'Ul BMl, Bibliul
(Baton

Rouge, 1966) 1 pp. 5 f.• on stochastic model. M.
Bmdbeck. "Models, Meaning and Theories,"
S,-posit,,,, ms Sociologiul Th«JrJ, ed. L Gross
(New York, 1959). pp. 373-403, provides
buic analysis of analog theory.
nowSee
D.
Willer, Scinli/ie Socioloi,,lfflll
Th,or,
M11hotl
(Boglewood Ciffs1 N. J.. 1967).
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arcbs are descended.80 Massive detail for
reconstructing the style of life in the MB
age has been provided by the excavation
of the following ten representative major
sites in Palestine: Tell ed-Duweir (lachish), Tell Beit Mirsim (Debir), Tell el'Ajjiil (Bech 'Eglaim), Tell er-Rumeileh
(Beth Shemesh), Tell es-Sultan (Jericho), Tell Balatah (Shechem), Tell elFar'ah (Tirzeh), Tell Ta'annek (Taanach), Tell el-Mutesellim (Megiddo), and
Tell el-Qedah (Hazor).00 In the absence
of literary sources from MB Palestine one
is forced to extrapolate from contemporary
texts from Syria, namely, Mari, Chigar
Bazar, Shemshnra, and Alalah Vll.91 From
these it is evident that the primary form
of social and political organization was the
city-state.02 A particularly revealing p:isso See note 2 above. Also IL T. O'Callqhan,
A,am Nahara;m: A Conlriblllion. 10 1h11 Hislor,
of U,pper M.esopota,nid ;,. 1h11 S11conJ Mill11111i•n1, B. C., AO, 26 (R.ome1 1948). p,,ss;m. I. J.
Gelb, "The Early History of the West Semitic
Peoples," JCS, XV (1961), 27-47.
oo See note 67 above. Even though mis
note is merely representative and not complete,
one ought to mention the excavation of BediShan by the University of Pennsylvania from
1921 to 1933. For our period see A. Rowe.
The Topogr11ph1 11,u/, Histor, of B11h ShMI,
Vol. I (Philadelphia, 1930); Th, Po•r Ct111MII·
ii• Tt1mfJlt1s of B111h Sht111, Vol. II, Part I
(Philadelphia, 1940). See review by G. E.
Wright, AJA, XLV (1941), 483-485. Also
G. M. FitzGerald, Th, Pow C11""""i11 T,mpl,s
of Bt11h Sh11n. Tht1 Pol""1, Vol. II, Part ll
(Philadelphia, 1930). See the convenient ~ mary by H. O. Thompson, "Tell el-Husn -Bab•
lical Beth-Shao," BA, XXX (1967), 110 to
Trtlllilio,,
135.
01 See notes 461 50, 59.
02 A. Alt, ''The Settlement of the I1~te1
in Palestine," EJSll'JS on Olll T,sltlmlfll Hwor,
anJ Rt1ligion (Oxford, 1966), pp. 145-15_7,
on LB dry-states in Palestine. In ~oe~, ~
lnflincibZ., A S1•fJos••
UrlM,,iUUO•
ms
C.u•rttl Dw,lopmnl in 1h11 Anrilfll N111r
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sage in a letter by an official of the Mari
court to his "lord," the king, indicates that
"there is no king who is in himself really
powerful." 03 In the case of four kings
who are named, 10 to 15 other kings "go
along." Clearly the power center was Yamhad, Aleppo in North Syria, for there 20
vassal kings "go with" its "lord." Cities
were centers of commerce and manufacture,
homes for businessmen and artisans and
others who inevitably served the court.
Much of the population lived in unwalled
villages away from the urban centers. Indeed, cities and their villages were political
property transferred from one king to another, maneuvering for political advantage.°" Thanks to the excavation of one
of the cities of Yamhad, Alalah, and other
centers, we are in a position to describe
the function of kings and the techniques
by which powerful city-states bound vassal
cities and their villages.00
A word on the origins and ideals of kingship will indicate its supreme significance
EtUI, ed. C. H. Kraeling and R. McAdams

(Chicago, 1960). See now R. McAdams, The
H11ol111ion of U,b11n Socie11: Ha,l1 Mesot,0111mi11
,intl Prshisloric Mexico (Chicago, 1966).
·83 G. Dossin, "Les archives cpistolaires de
palais de Mari," S1,i11, XIX (1938), 117, for
the Akkadian text.
Ot Wiseman, Alal11kh T ablels ( note 46),
pp. 52 f., nos. 76-81, pis. :XX-XXI; also pp.
47---49, nos. 52-58, pis. XIII-XVII. On
confiscation of tribal villages in the kingdom
of Mari, see G. Dossio, "Benjamioites daos les
texres de Mari," Mlla,,gss s,,,,;.ns 0De,1s ,J Monsi1111, Rnl D11ssawl, BAH, XXX (Paris, 1939),
pp. 981-996, especially pp. 984 and 989.
815 See note 49. Also S. Smith, "Yarim-Lim
of Yamhad," RSO, XXXII (1957), 115-184;
G. Dossin, "Le royaume d'Alep au XVIIIe siecle

avant notre ere d'apres le 'Archives de Mari,' "
B11U.m, th l'Audbn;. Ro1.i. de Belgiq11s,
Clcsse Jes LIJ11rss, series 5, vol. XXXVW
(1952), 229-239.
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in Ancient Near Eastern society. In third
millennium Mesopotamia the "king" was
at first appointed by the assembly of citizens to a limited term of office in order
to meet either a domestic or military
crisis.110 As the position became more permanent the "king" acquired a garrisoned
palace, dispensed justice, and extended his
boundaries. In response to the cries of the
oppressed citizens a king might institute
reforms.07 In the second millennium the
functions of a king are conveniently described in the prolog and epilog of two
important collections of legal precedent,
the Lipit-Ishtar Laws and the Hammurapi
Laws. In the former the name of the king
"had been pronounced'' by the god "in
order to establish justice in the land, to
banish complaints, to turn back enmity
and rebellion by force of arms, (and) to
bring well-being to the Sumerians and Akkadians." 08 The remainder of the prolog
and the epilog affirm that the king met his
obligations, "abolished enmity and rebellion; made weeping, lamentations, outcries
. . . taboo; caused righteousness and truth
to exist; brought well-being to the Sumerioo T. Jacobsen, "Early Political Development
in Mesopotamia," ZA, n. f. XVIII ( 1957), 91
to 140. A fuller statement including Egypt and
a postscript on Israel is K Frankfort, Kingship
t1ntJ 1he Gotls (Chicago, 1948).
07 A. Deimel, "Die Reformtexte U.rukaginas," Or, II ( 1920), 3-31. I. M. Diakoooif,
"Some Remarks on the 'Reforms' of Urukagioa,"
RA, LIi (1958), 1-15, with ieferences to
earlier discussions. See also S. N. Kramer, The
S#merillns (Chicago, 1963), pp. 317-322.
Note the irems by Kraus and Fiokelsrein in nore
63 dealing with the mlsh11111m-act or ielease
from debt.
88 P. R. Srelle, ''The Code of Lipit-Ishtar,"
AJA, LII (1948), 425---450. The translation
cired is from Col. 1:20-32, p. 432. The same
translation is offered by S. N. Kmner, ANEr,
p. 159.
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given.103 (b) He lays upon the vassal specific obligations: he must not "sin" against
the king, that is, he may not "give away
(any) word (that) Abba-AN confides to
him, giving it away to another king," nor
can he "take hold of the hem of another
king's garment," that is, recognize another
king as lord.104 (c) If Yarim-Lim or a descendent "sins," he shall forfeit his cities
and territories.10G Another copy of this
instrument adds violent curses on the head
and house of whoever does evil against the
lord or his vassal in this relationship.UNI
One may conjecture that the MB cities of
Palestine were populated by Amorites,
were busy centers of trade, and were deeply
involved in shifting political alliances,
which ultimately were of no avail, how•
ever, against the superior forces of the
Eighteenth Egyptian Dynasty ( 1570 to
1304).

ans and Akkadiaos." 80 A century later
Hammurapi says that the god "named me
to promote the welfare of the people • . •
to cause justice to prevail in the land, to
destroy the wicked and tbe evil, that the
strong might not oppress the weak, to rise
like the sun over the black-headed (people), and to light up the land." 100 In sum,
these inherited conventional views of the
role of the king show that he was regarded
as responsible for justice at home and
peace on the borders, for IAW and war/are.
In Mari the king was regarded as
"father'' by ''brother" kings who recognized
his suzerainty. Kinship terminology reflected levels of political, not genetic, relationship.101 The scribes at Alalah clearly
distinguished between the king of Yamhad, the lord, and the king of Alalah, the
vassal.102 It was pointed out above that
Yamhad was the most powerful kingdom
in Syria. Alalah was one of at least 20 vassal city-states, each bound to Yamhad by
tteaty. Three parts of the tteaty with AlaJah, fortunately preserved, are important:
( a) The suzerain king of Y amhad, AbbaAN, g1Wt1 Alalah and its territory to ·
Yarim-Lim, "the king's brother." Nor will
Abba-AN ever take back what he has
119 Steele, "Code •.• ," p. 445, Col. XVIII:
6-17. Kramer, A.NEI.', p. 161.
100 G. R. Driver and J.C. Miles, Tb• &,b7lonitm Ltnus, Vol. II, p. 6, for "Laws of Hammurabi," Col. ia:2,--49; translation by T. J.
Meek, A.NP.T, p. 164.
101 J. M. Munn-Rankin, "Diplomacy in
Westem Asia in the Early Second
Millennium,"
lrtUJ, XVIII (1956), 68-110.
102 Wiseman, A.I.J.l,b Tul.11 (note 46),
pl xv. tablet DO. 56:43--44., The fint two
Wiblessel in a contraa for the sale of villages
ue A.6-/»A.N LUGAL and Y~ - u;,. •In
WG&..

Kings like Hammurapi of Babylonia
and Shamshi-Adad of Assyria devoted careful and persistent attention to the adminisuation of law and warfare in their kingdoms. In general, warfare in 18th-century
10s D. J. Wiseman, "Abban and Alalah;'
JCS, XII ( 19,B), 124-129, AT 456:32, 42.

For an improved interpretation of AT 4,6:27
to 62 see A. Draffkom, "Was King Abba-AN
of Y amhad a Vizier for the King of Hanusba?"
JCS, XIII (19,9), 94-97. On dating thil
Yarim-Lim to the first half of the 17th centwJ
see B. Landsberger, "Assyrische Konigsliste und
'dunldes 2.eiralter,•" JCS, VIII ( 1954), 52, and
M. B. Rowton, "The Dace of Hammurabi,"
JNI!.S, XVII (1958), 97-111, especially p.98.
10, AT 456:44--49. The improved readia&
in line 44 is generally supported by W. G.
Lambert, "A Vizier of Hattusha? A Pwtbu
Comment'', JCS, XIII (1959), 132, who would
like to translate "sin" as "do an injury to.''
10n AT 4,6:47-57.
1oe Wiseman, A.W-b TJiJ.u, p.25, AT
1: 13-20, Pl. I.
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Syria or Northwest Mesopotamia was a
function of international law; it was regarded as a judgment of the gods for violation of ueary.107 Rulers were not despots,
and warfare was not a way of life. There
is indeed slight evidence for a standing
army other than the king's bodyguard.
Armies were largely composed of citizens
called' to arms in times of need.108 Credit
for protection on the march and success in
battle was sometimes given to the deiry.100
The most specialized personnel were the
priests who read liver omens before battle
to discern the will of the gods.110 Since
the king was administering also legal affairs in the realm, he himself rarely could
afford the time to accompany uoops into
battle. From the correspondence of Hammurapi with two officials at Larsa, Sin-iddinam and Shamash-hazir, it is evident
that holders of royal estates were at some
time obligated to serve the king, either as
soldiers, laborers, or artisans.111 The "laws"
in the collection of Hammurapi are more
nearly "principles" than "rules." 112 The
king's task was to "establish justice." This
may have included the proclamation of

legal norms.113 The judicial system included judges and administrators and
courts.114 Where the protection of royal
interests was at stake Hammurapi kept
very close contact with his officials. The
population in villages far from direa
contaa with the court received "justice"
at the hands of the "village administrator,"
who was often the choice of the clans, as
at Mari.11G
The stratigraphic evidence from MB
layers in Palestine and Syria supports and
elaborates the epigraphic evidence, especially the high cultural level of urban
life.118 Elaborate defense systems in addition to well-constructed public buildings
and domestic quarters on paved sueets in
planned cities point to a powerful centralized government able to marshal human and material resources of great quantity and quality. Most impressive are the
MB city walls 3--4 meters wide surmounting a steep ''"' pisd, slope of hard white
clay. This has commonly been regarded
as a defense against the battering ram,
though it has recently been argued that
the glacis merely prevented the erosion of

118 This was first emblished hr B. I.andtGlock, '"Warfare in Mari" (note 52), berger, ''Die babylooischen Termini fiir Gesetz
pp. 46-,o, 62-65.
und Recht," S1mbolM tlll
orinlis A,,,,;q,,;
Pn1in-,,1es Polo Kosehan, ed. J. Priedrich
1os Ibid., pp. 66-68.
el .l., SD, 11 (Leiden, 1939), pp. 219-234.
100 Ibid., pp. 23 f. for relevant texts.
See also P. R. Kraus, "Bin zentrales Problem des
110 Ibid., pp. 128-138. Also J. alanesoporamischen
Noupyrol
R.echtes: Was ist der Codcz
el Ill., l.4 Diuintdion n Mlsopo111mia Aneianfltl
Hammurabi?" G"""1111, n. s. VIII (1960), 283
el dllfl.S J.s R,gions Voisines. XIV• R.encontre
to 296.
Assyriologique Internationale (Paris, 1966).
11, A. Walther, D111 dbiMh,lo,,iseh• G.111 See note 64. Also C. J. Gadd, "Hamneh11111es-,,, LSS, VI/4-6 (Leipzig, 1917).
murabi and the End of His Dynasty," CA.H,
11n J. Bomro, "Lerue de la Salle 110 du
rev. ed., Fascicle 35 (Cambridge, 1965).
palais de Mari," RA, Lil (1958), 163-176,
112 E. A. Speiser, "Authority and I.aw in
especially pp. 164-167, letter No. 311:16 and
Mesopotamia," AN1horil1 tmtl I.tnu in lh• A.n- comments on p. 166.
111 IC. M. Kenyon, "Palestine
Middle
in the
dnl Oriffll. Supplement to the }A.OS, no.17,
Bronze
Age," CA.H, rev. ed., Fascicle 48 (Cam(Baltimore, 1954), pp. 8-15, especially
pp.
bridge, 1966), is the most recent SUl'VeJ•
12 f., note 25.
lOT
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the soft slopes around the city.117 Except
for cities newly occupied in MB this may
indeed have been one function of the
g'4cis. TI1e gate in the city wall was vulnerable and therefore was defended by
towers with two or three chambers separated by removable gate-doors and an approach ramp that required a 9O-degrce
(usually) right rurn to enter the gateway.
Weapons of war, the fenestrated axe, short
daggers with one or more low ribs in a
wide blade, and the sickle-sword all reveal
on analysis an advanced metallurgy.118
Houses are several rooms on the west side
of an open courtyard, sometimes as elaborate e.hd well built as the West Building
at Ta'annek. 118 This high level of material culture begins to diminish in the next
period (LB) as the function of monarchy
shifted to a caretaker role thanks to Palestinian vassalage to the Egyptian New Kingdom ( 1546-1085 B. C.). Again, the
sources provide little contact with and
knowledge of the "people of the land."
Between 1550 and 1000 B. C. there is a
steady deterioration of the level of physical
culture in Palestine. Despite major disturbances in the mid-16th century and the
late 13th century, in many cities the cultural tradition seems to be fundamentally
UT P. J. Parr, "The Origin of the Rampart
Fortifications of Middle Brome Age Palestine
aqd Syria," ZDPV, LXXXIV (1968), 18-4S.
118 R..
Maxwell-Hyslop, "Daggers and
Swords in Westem &ia," lrtlf/, VIII (1946),
1--6S, especially Types 2S--26 on pp. 26-27
and PL III; ''Westem Asiatic Shaft-Hole Asa,"
lf'flf, XI (1949), 90-130, especially Types
B., and B.4, pp. 119--121, PL XXXVI, 7 and
xxxvu, 6,7.
111 H. K. Beebe, "Ancient Palestinian Dwellinp," Blf., XXXI ( 1968), ,s-58, especially

42--47.
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continuous.120 Gaps in occupation up to a
century are registered in many cities; for
example, Megiddo and Ta'annek were destroyed by Thutmose III ca. 1468 B. C.,
while Shechem and Tell Beit Mirsim fell
somewhat earlier. Due to erosion and robbing we are poorly informed about LB defenses.121 In general MB city walls were
reused. The fosse, so characteristic of MB
defenses, appears to have become dysfunctional.122 An inner line of defense may be
in the heavy-walled temples and palaces
found at several sites.1 2.1 One of the most
characteristic features of the ceramic culture is the import of Mycenaean Ill ves120 Already observed by S. R. Driver, Motlom Rosearch as Ill11slraJing 1h11 Bibi.. The
Schweich Lectures, 1908 (London, 1909), p.
87. This was, of course, before modern ezcavarions in Palestine. Sixty years later and with
more precision Paul Lapp, '"The Conquest of
Palestine in the Light of Archaeology," ctltf,
XXXVIII (1967), 295, is able to say: "The
basic general typology is virtually identical in
the 13th and 12th centuries B. C." The major
difference between tbe two centuries, he finds,
is the absence of imported wares in the 12th
century (p. 296).
121 A good example is Jericho. See K. Kenyon, Diggi11g Ut, Jnicho (New York, 19S7),
pp. 256--265.
122 0. Tufnell, uchish II: Tbt1 Posst1 T•mfJJ.
(London, 1940), pp. 19--21, 35 f. Not only
is the LB temple in the fosse, the foundations of
the first structUre rested on debris that had accumulated in the 15th century B. C. The great
fosse at Tell el 'Ajjul was not in use in LB. P.
Petrie, Ancit1nl Gaza I (London, 1931), p. 11,
PL LVII, correlated by W. F. Albright, "The
Chronology of a South Palestinian City, Tell el·
Ajjul," AJSL, LV (1938), 337-359, especiallJ
349.
123 P. Petrie, Ancitml GIIU II (London,
1932) , pp. 4 f ., 13 f., Pia. XLVIII f. Palace W
walls are 8 feet thick. At Shechem the forueatemple walls are 6.5-7.5 feet wide. G. JL
Wright, Sh11cb.m (note 67n), p. 96. The Beth·
Shan migd.al has walls 7.5 feet wide. A. Rowe,
Th• Tot,ogr11pby 1111,l Hislo'7 of B•lh-SH11
(Philadelphia, 1930), pp. 20 f. and fig. 2.
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sels as well as Cypriote ware.12·1 This be- the patterns of occupation were complex.
tokens the wide-open internationalism of Tbe Philistines were anchored in the souththe period in East Mediterranean lands.125 west,129 Israel in the central hill country,
The disturbance in Palestine between 1250 Canaanites in the major cities of the plains
and 1150 B. C. touches almost every city and north. Israel appears to have been in
from Alalah in the north to Lachish in the this period strongly village oriented, ocsouth. Most cities were rebuilt, but not al- cupying unwalled sites.
ways immediately and usually along enBy the 14th century three major centers
tirely different lines. The causes for this of power surrounded Syria-Palestine and
deterioration in political stability were diminished the sovereignty of local monmany. Some factors appropriate for Pales- archs. Hittite and Mitanni kings controlled
tine are the following: ( a ) New popula- inner Syria, the Egyptians attempted to
tions were moving in, for example, Philis- govern lower Syria and Palestine, while
tines, Sea-Peoples, Hebrews; 120 (b) Ha- Hittites and Egyptians grasped at Ugarit
birt1, and peasants generally were revolting by turns.130 Relationships could be comagainst oppressive social and economic plicated. In one instance the Hittite king
conditions in Canaanite life; 127 ( c) Also, was "lord" of the king of Ugarit who in
Egypt was unable to police city-state in- turn was "lord" of the king of Siyannu, the
trigue.128 Between 1200 and 1000 B. C. third owing tribute to the second who
transferred it to the first "lord." 131 Indeed,
12~ F. H. Stubbings, M1ee11aoa11 Polle,, from
kings three and two were "servants" of
lh• Lffanl (Cambridge, 1951). S. A. lmmerwahr, "Mycenaean Trade and Colonization," king one. Though officially no king in
ArehMolog1, XIII (1960), 4-13. B. Maisler,
"Cypriote Pottery at a Tomb-Cave in the Vicinity of Jerusalem," AJSL, XLIX ( 1933) , 248
to 253, Pl. 2. This hoard of 52 pots has been
restudied by R. Amiran, "A Late Bronze Age
II Pottery Group from a Tomb in Jerusalem,"
l!r•tz-ls,al
,
VI (1960), 25-37, Pls. 3-4 (in
Hebrew).
126 An important pioneering study is H. J.
Kantor, "The Aegean and the Orient in the
Second Millennium B. C.," AJA, LI (1947),
3-103, Pis. I-XXVI. Now add W. S. Smith,
lnl•reonnaclions in th• Ancittnl N•M 1!1111 (New
Haven, 1965). Both studies examine chiefty
artistic evidence.
12e The most recent summary of the evidence with full bibliography is W. F. Albright,
''The Amarna Letters from Palestine," and
"Syria, the Philistines and Phoenicia," CAB,
rev. ed., Fascicle 51 (Cambridge, 1966).
121 See below, p. 586.
128 On the basis of the Amarna letters it has
been shown that the Egyptians were organized
to control Syria-Palestine. Abdul-Kader Mohammad, "The Administration of Syro-Palestine
Durins the New Kingdom," Ant111l.s J11 Sllf'flU•
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des A•liq11ilh tl• l'!i,pta, LVI (1959), 105 to
137. That this "administration" had little effect
on intercity politics is dear from a random
reading of the Amarna correspondence. See, for
example, E. P. Campbell Jr. "Sbechem in the
Amama Archive," •Pwl Wright, Sh•ehlfll, pp.
191-207.
120 G. E. Wright, "Fresh Evidence for the
Philistine Story," BA, XXIX ( 1966), 70-86.
180 K. A. Kitchen, S11ppilm""' llflll
A,..,.. PwdOhs: A S1uJ1 m Rel.li11• Ch,o,,oM°".ogr•Phs
lo11, LitJ•,Pool
mA,ch••olon
OriHllll Slllll•s (Liverpool, 1962), for outline
of 14th-century concacu. A. Goecze, '"The Suugsle for the Dominion of Syria ( 1400-1300
B. C.) ,• and "The Hittites and Syria (1300 to
1200 B. C.) 1" CAH, .rev. ed., Fascicle 27 ( Cambridge, 1965).
131 MRS, IX (see note 42), pp. 71-78.
The ielationship becomes apparent when Siyannu seceded from Ugarit and became 'ftlS&l
of the kins of Carchemish. See the discuuicm
in G. Buccellati, Cili•s lltlll N111ums of A•einl
s,,;., s,,,J; S•milici, 26 (Rome, 1967) 1 pp.
47-52.
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Syria-Palestine was his own political master, this deterred few from enlarging their
domains where possible. According to the
letters of Rib-Addi of Byblos to the pharaoh the kings of Amurru in South Syria
were particularly ambitious.182 Of the almost 30· vassal ueaties to come from the
Hittite archive at Hattusas ( Bogazkale) ,133
one describes how Mursilis ( 1345-1315
B. C.) "sought after" Duppi-Teshub of
Amurru.1H Following the ( a) preamble
132 BA. 68-95 refers commonly to AbdiAshirta's :aggressive policies; BA 101-138 and
362 frequendy speak of similar policies of his
son, Aziru. On the language see W. L Moran,
"A Syntactical Study of the Dialect of Byblos
as ReBeaed in the Amarna Tablets," unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, the Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, 1950. On peasant revolt reBected in the Amarna letters see M. C.
Astour, ''The Amarna Age Forerunners of Biblical Anti-Royalism," Po, MIIIX Weinreich on
his Snnlielh Bi,1hd111 (The Hague, 1964),
pp. 6-17.
133 See note 57, items by Weidner and
Friedrich. E. von Schuler, Dis K,ukiier. Bi11
Beilr•g z11r B1hnogr11phie des 11ltm klnn111im.
Un1ers11ch11ngm zt1r A.ss1nologi11 t1ntl t1ordertm111ischm A.rch11eologie 3 (Berlin, 1965), pp.
109--151. A convenient list of treaty texts in
D. McCarthy, T-re11"J tmd Cot1n11n1. A. S1tlll1 ;,,
Parm in the A.11,ienl Orien111l Doct1menls 11nd in
1h11 Olll Tesldmsnl. An11le,111 Bibli,11, 21 (Rome,
1963), pp. xiii f. Also V. Koroshec, "Les Hittites et leurs vassaux syriens a la luminere des
nouveaux texres d'Ugarit (PRU IV)," RHA,
XVIII ( 1960), 65-79. For recently discovered
fragments of a treaty between Suppiluliuma aod
Aziru see · H. Freydank, "Eine hethitische Fassung des Vertrages zwischen dem HethirerKonig Suppiluliuma und Aziru von Amurru,"
MIO, VII (1960), 356-381.
114 ANBT, pp. 203-205. The syntactic
variations in category (c) below are important.
Note a 2d person singular imperative: "Do not
tum your eyes to anyone else!" ANBT, p. 204a,
paragraph 8. Legal analysis of Hittite treaties
bas been done by V. Koroshec, He1hitischt1
S'-1n,e,1rigt1. Bin Beilr11g %ti ihrer i•ristischm
W.,.,,,.,. uipziger Rechl1111UsfflSch11/llicht1
Sltlllin, LX (Leipzig, 1931). Ao element not

in which the Hittite king's titulary is paraded, ( b) a historical statement traces the
former relationships between Duppi-Teshub's father and grandfather and contemporary Hittite kings. The former Egyptian
alliance of Amurru is repudiated. (c)
There follows a list of obligations imposed
on the vassal, which are designed to protect the interests of the great king. The
description of reciprocal military aid is detailed. Added are requirements to obey the
king's orders, return deportees who Bee,
and return refugees. The treaty concludes
with (d) an invocation of tbe gods and
( e) a summary statement of curses and
blessings.
Within the limitations imposed by
treaties, kings of the LB age in SyriaPalestine are responsible for waging both
war and law. In the •Aqhat epic from
Ugarit Dan'el is functioning as judge who
"is upright, sitting before the gate ... judging the cause of the widow, adjudicating
the cause of the fatherless." 136 In the
Keret epic tbe king musters a large popular army, which he leads to the chief city
of 'Udum, which he besieges.130 Though
the present form of the epics is LB they
represent traditions at least as old as
present in the example cited is the piovision for
deposit and periodic public reading. On this,
D. McCarthy, T-re11PJ 11ntl Cot1en11nl, pp. 37-39,
13G MRS X (see note 43), p. 82, No. 17,
Col. V:6-8; Fig. 55, Pl. XXVII. Translation
based on ANBT, p. 15 la, by H. L. Ginsberg.
In general see J. Gray, "Canaanite Kingship in
Theory and Practice;• VT, II (1952), 193 u,
220.
1ao MRS, X, pp. 58-67, No. 14: Piss, 36
to 37, Pis. XX-XXII. ANBT, pp. 142-l~S.
Note the use of this episode by R. H. Sauth,
"Abram and Melchizedek (Gen. 14:18-20),"
ZA W, LXXVII ( 1965), 129--153, esp. 131
to 139.
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MB.137 To discover the realities of the
15th-14th century we must e■.aamine the
administrative texts. At Alalah and Ugarit the king continued to maintain close
supervision of domestic policy and problems, particularly those dealing with real
estate. The king was legal owner of all the
land in the kingdom.138 Loyal subjects received estates in return for service to the
king.13 8 He witnessed the transfer of
property and adjudicated disputes between
male and female landholders.140 The king
considered cases of breach of conuact. Tablets and wimesses were introduced as evidence in cases.141 The king reassigned the
confiscated property of the guilty.142 While

there were undoubtedly legal authorities
under the king who executed deeds and
conveyances, the extant texts do not offer
details.143 The king also remained leader
in war, but dramatic new developments
altered his role considerably.
A study of the adminisuative documents from Ras Shamra shows that in texts
dealing with military matters the personal
names are largely non-Semitic, chiefly
Hurrfan and Indo-Aryan, while those texts
that deal with lands of the h,q,shii and
affairs of slaves have names that are usually
pure Semitic.144 The presence of a significant non-Semitic population is also reBccted in the tablets from Taanach and
Shechem as well as the Amarna archive.146
137 In the MB age neither "wagons" nor
From the latter source Indo-Aryan etymol"chariots," both well known already in the third
ogies are available for the ruler of Megiddo
millennium B. C. were well enough constructed
to be used for tactical operations in warfare.
(Biridiya), Taanach (Jashdita), Acco
They served only as transport for supplies and
(Zurita), Keileh (Shuwardita), and
officials and for ceremonial purposes. By the
LB age, however, swift war<hariots arc in use others.140 The picture that emerges is a
1

all over the Ancient Near East. At Ras Shamm
the chariot in the epics corresponds by usage
H3 Two references to a "judge," MRS, VI,
most to MB practice, while in the art and ad- pp. 61 f., RS 16.156; 20; pp. 140 f., RS 16.132:
ministrative texts it is used in hunting and war- 26. See also the r11bis (eullim), governor (of
fare. In the Amarna Letters Rib-Addi appeals the palace) 1 MRS, VI, p. 169, RS 16.145.:24for chariots against the h11bi,11 (BA 88:24; 107:
26, who uses the seal of the king. An importnt
40f.; 127:37; 131:12; 132:57).
of MRS, VI, which discusses many of
review
138 MRS, VI (see note 42), pp. 293-299
these problems (nores 138--143) is E. A.
for G. Boyer, "Le droit des fiefs a Ugarit." Speiser, "Akbdian Documents from J1u
MRS, IX (sec note 43), pp. 103-105, Text Shamra," ]A.OS, LXXV (1955), 154-165, es17.130 is an order from Hattusilis DI (1282 to pecially p. 157 OD the "dynastic'. seal.
1250 B. C.) to Niqmcpa of Ugarit. The mer1H M. Noth, "Die syrisch-palistiniscbc
chants of Ur(a) are not to purchase land in Bevolkerung des zweitea Jahnauseads v. Chr.
Ugarit. Lines 32-34 indicate that land in im Lichte neuer Quellen," ZDPV, LXV ( 1942),
Ugarit is "real estate of the King of Ugarit." 35-67.
Sec C. H. Gordon, "Abraham of Ur," H•brftll
HIS A. Gustavs, "Die Persooennameo in den
,,,11l S•milie S1adi•s, G. R. Dri11•r P•sllehri/1 Tontafelo voo Tell Ta'annek." ZDPV, L
(Oxford, 1963), pp. 77---84.
(1927), 1-19; LI (1928), 169-218. P. M.
189 MRS, VI, pp. 79-81, RS 16.239; p.
Th. Bohl "Die bei den Ausgrabunsea voo
135, RS 15.140. Sec also AT 52-58.
Sichem Ffundeneo Keilschrifttafelo," ZDPV,
XLIX (1926) 1 321--327 and Pl. 44, especially
140 MRS, VI, pp. 94 f .• RS 16.245; p. 157.
Tablet No. 1350, pp. 322--325, a list of aevm
RS 16.254C.
witnesses.
141 MRS, VI, pp. 71 f., RS 16.356; pp.
HO R. o•CalJagbao, Arllm NtUJ11rlli• (note
153 f., RS 16.205.
89),
pp. 56--64, and an appendix by P.-E.
142 MRS, VI, pp. 131 f.1 RS 15.122; p. 169,
Dumont, ibid., pp. 149-155.
RS 16.145.
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basic Semitic or Amorite population dominated by a non-Semitic minority of military professionals descended from Hurrian and Indo-Ary:m elements present already in Alalah VII, Chagir-Bazar and Kiiltepe texts of the 19th and 18th cenru.cy
B. C.H7 Abdi-Hepa, military ruler of Jerusalem, possesses at least a part-Hurrian
name.HS Within a year of the beginning
of excavations at Nuzi in 1925 scholars began to perceive the dynamic import of
"Hurrians" in the Ancient Near East.148
The Mitanni state was Hurrian though
.ruled by kings with lndo-Aryan names.
1-{urrian power appears to have been based
on regiments of disciplined horse-drawn
chariots, a potent new military weapon.
A Hittite version of a manual on the care
and t,raining of horses recovered at Hattus?,S· was probably based on a Hurrian
originaJ.lGO The term for chariot-warrior
HT I. J. Gelb, Hmritms 111111 S11bllrians,
SAOC, 22 (Chicago, 1944). pp. 50-83. See
reviews in JAOS, LXVIII (1948), 1-13;
/NBS, V (1946), 165-168; BiOr, Ill (1946),
116-119; PEQ, LXXXI (1949), 117-126.
Also E. A. Speiser, "The Hurrian Participation
in the Civilization of Mesopotamia, Syria and
Palestine," JWH, I (1953), 311-327, reprinted in Orie-11t11l 11nd Bibliul Stllliu,s: Colt.a.J. Writings of B. A. St,nstw, ed. J. J. Finkclstcin and M. Greenberg (Philadelphia, 1967) •
pp. 244-269.
HS S. I. Feign, "Abd-Heba and the Kashi,"
/QR, XXXIV ( 1943/4), 441-458, especially
pp. 441 f., note 1.
HO E. Chiera and E. A. Speiser, "A New
Factor in the History of the Ancient East,"
MSOR, VI (New Haven, 1926), pp. 75-92.
See also E. A. Speiser, "Ethnic Movements in
the Near East in the Second Millennium B. C.:
The Hurrians and their C.Onnectiom with the
Habiru and the Hyksos," A.If.SOR, XIII (New
Haven, 1933),pp. 13--54.
110 A. Kammenhuber, Hi/ll)ologu, H•lhuiu
(Wiesbaden 1961). See reviews by A. Goetze,
JCS, XVI ci962), 30-35, and H. Giitterbock,
IAOS, LXXXIV (1964), 267-273.
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was an Indo-Aryan loanword, mrytmtitl
( lit. "young warrior") , a word designating
both high professional and social status
that could be transferred and inherited.1Dl
Common use of chariots by military governors both to transport military personnel
and to maneuver in battle suggests that the
Egyptians were employing Hurrians tO
control Palestine.u;2 A century earlier the
term mar1an,m had been adopted as a loanword in Egyptian. In the face of disciplined professional military power the
Semitic population of Palestine had no recourse but to submit.
Not for long, however. Reform and revolt against oppressive political, economic,
and social conditions have a long history
in the Ancient Near East.163 Early in the
15th century Idrimi, son of the king of
Alalab, fled when his "brothers . . . grew
great against (him) ," that is, revolted.1154
He found refuge in Am.mia, a city "in
Canaan," the later "Amurru." u;:; There he
found other outlaws, some from his homeland, generally designated habiru.166 A
1G1 W. F. Albright, "Mitannian """'1•nn•,
'chariot-warrior,' and the Canaanite and ESYPtian Equivalents," A/0, VI (1930/1) • 217221, and R. T. O'Callaghan, ''New Light on
the m11ry11nnu as 'Chariot-Warrior,' " JKP, I
C1954) , 309-324.
H2 The Amarna Letters commonly report
appeals for troops and chariots. See note U7,
final sentence. Most commonly the troops aie
archers on chariots. In only rare cases is there
information on chariots in military action: BA
243:16, walls of Megiddo are guarded bf ~ p l
and chariots; BA 173:1, chariots are used m aJl
attack on Amici.
1153 See note 97 and Astour (note 132).
164 Smith (note 51), p. 14, lines 7-8,
115& Ibid., lines 18-20.
160 Ibid., lines 20-28. Landsbc!ger 11/1~ ~
Mazar "The Military :Site of Kins OaVld,
VT, XIII (1963), 310-320, especially 311,
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century later in the Amarna letters Rib- Canaanite society was made up in large
Addi of Byblos reports that Abdi-Ashirta part of hubshu, the freeborn small landand his son, Aziru, led habw11 in uprising holders.161 They stand between the landed
against the king of Ammia, encouraging aristocrats, which include the 1nar1annu,
its citizens: "Kill your lord." lGT Later there and the slaves at the bottom of the scale.
is the report: "And behold, now Abdi- When the h11bsht1 or Canaanite ba'alim
Ashirta has taken Shigata to himself and joined the revolt, the threat was serious.
said to the people of Ammia: 'Kill your Rib-Addi of Byblos asked hopelessly:
princes. Then you will be as we are, and "From whom shall I protect myself? From
you will have rest.' And they did according my enemies or from my h1'bsh11."1 182 For
to his words, and have become as the ha- the h1dJsh11 to become habi,11 meant that
bw11." i ns Oppressed elements in the pop- tbey defied the authority of the king. Deulation joined the habim to overthrow es- tails of peasant complaints are not availtablished rule. The situation was not dif- able, but "all the lands are uniting with
ferent in South Palestine.11m It may be that the habwu,11 a despairing king reponed.lfl3
by the end of the LB age a form of reV. EARLY ISRAEL AS niE
publican government had been substituted
KINGDOM OF YAHWEH
for dynastic monarchy and Egyptian provincial governors.100 The rigidly stratified
With the political and social context of
second millennium Palestine-Syria in mind
note 3, reads the first word in line 27 as St1-f't111k and renders: "I was captain over the h11pirM it may be possible to begin to understand
men."
enough of the OT material to formulate a
1G7 See note 132. Also EA 73:27.
hypothesis or model for reconstructing the
1GB BA 74:23-29. See also BA 75:33-34.
religion of Early Israel. Early Israel was an
See translations and notes in M. Greenberg, Th11
H11b/pir•, A.OS, 39 (New Haven, 1955), pp. amalgam of Palestinian peasants who
36 ff. In general, R. de Vaux, "Le probleme des uaced their lineage back to Amorite MesoHapiN apttt quinze annc:es," ]NBS, XXVJI potamia, "a fugitive Aramean," and the
(1968), 221-228.
charismatic leadership of Moses in Sinai.
lGO IM 271 :9-21 (A.NBT, pp. 486 f). Milkilu of Gezer pleads for help against the h11bir11 The various strata of tradition that have
who are pressing him and Shuwardata, probably of Keileh, Hebron region. BA 29:5-24
(A.NBT, p. 489), yet Abdo-Hepa of JeNSalem
says that Milkilu and Shuwardata are allied
with the b11bir#
BA 286:16
ro 60 (A.NBT, p. 487), no one understands!
Not even the commissioner of the king (f'11bis
shn) recognizes imminent disaster consequent
on b11bi,.led disorders.
180 IM 102 :20-23, following the death of
the king of Arnrnia the city is in the hands of
• "chief' (f'11b11) and "lords of the city'' (b,-li
,J;,,.). IM 100:1-4, letter from the "people" of
hqata to the Pharaoh. On the fate of the king
of Irqata, see BA. 7S :2S-34. See also H. Reviv,
"The Government of Shechem in the Bl-Amarna
Period and in the Days of Abimelech," IB],
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XVI (1966), 252-257. J. A. Wilson, ''The
Assembly of a Phoemcian City," ]NBS, IV
against
JeNsalem.
( 1945)
I 245.
181 J. Mendelsohn, "The Canaanite Term for
'Free Pioletarian,'" BASOR, 83 ( 1941), 36 to
39· ''New Light on the hMt,sh11," BA.SOR, 139
(1955) 9-11.
A.I.Wth TtlbJ.u,
pp. 10 and review by :E. A. Speiser, "The
Alalakh Tablets," JAOS, LXXIV (1954), 18 to
25, especially pp. 20 f.
112 IM 112:10-13. See also EA 118:21 to
38; 125 :25-30; 127 :31-34.
111 IM 73:32. Also P. Ami, '"Vox populi'
in the El-Amama Tablets,"
LVIll RA.,
(1964),

W

f.,

159-166.
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made the experience of the few who escaped state slavery in Egypt the heritage of
"all Israel'' combined to describe the escapees as 600 14/,aphi1n or military units en
route to Sinai.164 Indeed, "the people of Israel went up out of the land of Egypt as
.five military units, h4 1nushim.11 165 Yahweh
caused the Egyptians to say, "Let us Bee
from Israel: for Yahweh is fighting for
them. ..." 166 The camp of Israel in the
wilderness is pictured as a military camp
with "companies" stationed on four sides
of a square in the center of which was
a tent protecting the ark of the covenant,
a war palladium which symbolized the
presence of Yahweh.167 This is precisely
the pattern of the camp of Ramses II at
the battle of Qadesh painted on the walls
of Abu Simbel.189 In the sources Early
Israel is considered to be the army of
Yahweh.
Although the Assembly of Yahweh, the
qahill Yahweh, did not commonly function
1M Josh. 24:2. See also Ezek. 16:3, 45b in
the context of Ex. 3:8, 17; Judg. 3:5 •' ,J.;
Deur. 26:5. See HA 67:16, "stray dogs"
"fugitive slaves." On Moses see Ps. 103:7; Hos.
12:13; Num. 12:7 f.
1015 Ex. 13:18. Sec also Josh.1:14; 4:12;
Judg. 7: 11; Num. 32: 17, according to LXX and
Vulpte. The meaning is based on Arabic
b.,,,;,b, van and rearguard, main body and two
Banks. NEB "fifth generation" can hardly be
correct.
106 Ex. 14:25b. The translations of Biblical
quotations are the responsibility of the writer.
101 Num. 2:2-17. LXX ltJgm• for Masoretic
Text Mg•l. In Xenophon ltigm. means "a regiment." Israel had no military "standards," for,
u it was said, ''Yahweh is my standard,"
YHWH ,wsi, Ex. 17:15.-It is most unlikely that
tbe animal symbols given uibes in Gen. 49:9,
14, 17, 21, 27 refer to military standards.
118 See Y. Yadin, Th• Ari of lr/11,f•• m
BU,liul L.tNls, VoL I (New York, 1963), pp.
236-237, for a colored restoration of the camp
of Ramses II.
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as a unity in warfare, on the one occasion
when it did the deep ethical unity of the
community surfaced.100 The rape and
death of the Levite's concubine was a
"foolishness" and an "abomination" in "all
Israel." All tribes sent troops to the Mizpah Assembly to organize the punishment
of Benjamin. Deep in the fabric of Early
Israel was a commitment to Yahweh's law
and order. •The clues that can be picked up
through the literary and theological overlays in the Book of Judges allow one to
conclude that when Israel "did what was
right in their own eyes," in reality a very
high level of community responsibility for
the welfare of persons was in effea.170
Though the material in the Book of the
Covenant (Ex. 2-23) may not have been
codified before the monarchy, its statements accurately refiect the village-farmeroriented existence of Early Israel.171 The
100 See M. Noth, Das S1s1•m tl•r Zwol/
S1iimm• lsr1111ls, BlVANT, 4/1 (Stuttgart,
1930), pp. 162-170, for a literary analysis of
Judg. 19-21; qihil is common in P but Noth,
pp. 102 f., note 2, argues that it is an old
technical term and not late as commonly supposed. L. Rost, Th•ologisehes Worlerb•eh z•m
Net1ttn Teslam•nl, ed. G. Kittel, vol. III (Stutt•
gart, 1938; ET, Grand Rapids, 1965), pp.
529 f., note 90, believes qihil was originally a
call-up for war ( 1 Sam. 17 :47). In Israel this
meant call-up of the people for either counsel
law) or for war. See Gen. 49 :6 and Num.
22:4.
110 Judg. 17:6; 21:25. Both passages 1\18·
gest that the days are evil because there is no
king in Israel. A striking parallel is in the
final columns of Papyrus Harris where Ramses
III (ca. 1164 B. C.) is given to say that before
he became king EBJpt had deteriorated "y,ith
every man being his ( own standard of) right.
They had no chief spokesman for many years"
(ANET, p . 260). In royalist eyes it is simp~J
incomprehensible that people could rule their
own lives. Deut. 12 :8 and Jer. 34: 15.
171 The most recent full study is S. M. Paul,
'The Book of the Covenant: Its Literary Semas
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process of law and order, of course, must
be reconstructed.172 In the village the
elders adjudicated conflicts. Assuming
some formal analogy with the process of
law in the Ancient Near East, no lawbooks were ever used.173 Custom provided
legal principles that were adapted to the
facts of the case. Ex. 21-2 3 is a collection
of precedents used as principles. But the
absence of commercial laws or of the distinction of the status of persons common
in Canaanite society indicates how widely
Israel diverged from her cultural neighbors.174 Since experience and need precede the formulation of laws or even legal
principles, the current form of the tradition in which it appears that Moses proclaims the laws in the desert is certainly
not literal history.17G The form may well
remember, however, that Israel is a community that obeys Yahweh. The total
metaphor is that Yahweh is King, and Israel is His kingdom in law and warfare.
Since Early Israel successfully met the
needs of every political organization for
both security and order without recourse
and Extra-Biblical Background,"" unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania,
1965. See also A. Jepsen, Unlers,.,h,mgtm z"m
B"ntlesb,.,h, BWANT, 3 (Stuttsart, 1927).
112 L. Kohler, D•r Hebriisch• M•nsch
(Tiibingen, 1953i ET, New York, 1956), pp.
127-150.
173 See note 113.
174 Mendenhall, 'L4u, dntl Co11•n•nl (note
33), pp. 11-17.
lT& Anglo-American common law tradition
is a good parallel to law in the Ancient Near
East. See W. Friedmann, L•ga/. Theor,, 5th ed.
(New York, 1967), pp. 463-475, on precedent and legal developmenti pp. 533-543 on
Continental code or statute law versus AngloAmerican case law as the basis for what happens in the courts. In general see IL Pound,
Th• St,im of lh• Common 'L4w (Bost0n, 1949
and 1963).
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to the formal structures of monarchy, it is
reasonable to accept as a working hypothesis that Yahweh in some way actually
functioned in the community as King, the
ultimate authority in both law and war.176
Once the community existed the state was
possible, though, as 200 years of history
argued, not necessary. There is no basis
for doubting the antiquity of Gideon"s rejection of the invitation to kingship in
these decisive terms, "I will not rule over
you, nor will my son rule over you; Y ahweb will rule over you," or the sincerity of
Samuel when he is reported to have been
"displeased" by the demands of the royalist
party for a king.177 There is no doubt that
in our sources Yahweh is said to be king in
Early Israel. The introduaion to the Blessing of Moses concludes: "Then Yahweh
became king in Jeshurun."' 178 The later
gravitation to monarchy may have meant
that Yahweh was no longer truly ftmclionlng as king in the communities of Israel.
If this led to the breakdown in security and
order, then it may be that, as some insisted,
in formal monarchy there could perhaps be
continuity of Yahweh"s rule.179 This appears to be the choice of coercion rather
than reformation as a means of curing the
110 G. E. Mendenhall, "Biblical History in
Transition,.. BANI!, pp. 32-53, especially pp.
40-45.
177 Judg. 8:23; 1 Sam. 8:7i 10:19. See also
M. Buber, Koniglum Goll•s, 3d ed. (Heidelberg, 1956iNew
ET,
York, 1967), pp. 59-65i
and E. F'. Campbell, Jr., "Sovereign God...
McCormici Q11.,1.rl,, XX (1967), 3-16.
178 Deur. 33:5. See also Ex.15:18i Num.
23:21bi 24:7bi Ps. 68:25 (MT), 24 (EVV).
110 R. de Vaux, "Le roi d"lsrael de Yahv6,"
Mllllng•s Bug,n• Tisswlffll, S1tldi • T•sli, 231
(Vatican Ciry, 1964), pp. 119-133. Reprinted
in Bibi. •' Ori••' (Paris, 1967), pp. 287 to
301. Critique by MtCanby, CBQ, XXVII
(1965), 237 f.
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ills in Israel. Whatever the case may be,
the remarkable success of Early Israel beckons us to examine in some detail how in
face Yahweh's leadership in law and warfare functioned. OT sources do not, of
course, appreciate this curiosity and therefore are either vague or obscure on vital
questions. The vassal treaties discovered in
the excavations of Hatcusas in Anatolia
seem to have provided the model that for
scholars today unlocks the meaning of the
Mosaic covenant. The key co the kingdom
was the covenant.
VI. THB KINGDOM AND THB COVENANT

In the LB age a political treaty was the
powerful legal insuument for a significant
"friendship" that sought to establish an
effective "peace" either between equally
strong rulers or between a mighty king and
the client king or vassal co whom be graciously gave his "friendship."180 Since J.
Begrich's essay on beri1h in the OT was
published in 1944, scholars have been
more ready to see that the "covenant" was
"imposed" on Israel by Yahweh.181 That
this was indeed an adaptation of LB political tradition did not become clear until
180 W. L Moran, "A Note on the Treaty
Terminology of the Sefire Stelas," ]NBS, XXII
(1963), 173-176 on 1bl', EA labiil• -t,ishu,
the semantic parallel to umqlllNm, "good
things," at Mari. Parallels in Deut. 23:7 and
2 Sam. 2: 6 were pointed out by D. Hillers, "A
Note on Some Treaty Terminology in the Old
Testament," BA.SOR, 176 ( 1964), 46 f. J. C.
Gieenfield, "Some Aspeas of Treaty TerminolOBf in the Bible," Potwlh Wo,ltl Congr•ss of
]ntJUh S1,ulias: Pllf)Bs (Jerusalem, 1967), pp.
117-119.
181 J. Besricb, "Berith. Bin Beitrag zur Brfusuns einer alueswnendicben Denkform,"
Z.d W, LX, n. f. XIX (1944), 1-11. Reprinted
in G•s11m1Mll. S1tulin um Aun T •sl11m.n1,
Th•ologu,h• Bii,1,-,.; 21 (Munich, 1964), pp.

55-66.
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Mendenhall's essays a decade later.182 Cudously enough the OT preserves only fragments of covenants between Yabweh and
Israel, though one finds more consecutive
descriptions of their presentation and ritual
ratification. Comparative analysis of Ex.
19-20, 24, and Josh. 24 with Hittite vassal treaties shows close parallels in language and sequence of ideas.183 What is
similar is not the same, however, and all
adaptations make important changes. Thus
the Mosaic covenant betrays no evidence of
gods as witnesses, nor is there acknowledgment of their role in benediction and disaster consequent on loyalty or treachery.1H In Israel the covenant is consummated with family fathers who teach their
children, not with other kings.11m This fact
See note 33.
Mendenhall, Ldw 1111d, Co11nlffll, pp.
31--44. D. J. McCarthy, Tret111 anti Co11•1111t1I,
pp. 141-167. K. Baltzer, Das Buntl•s/orm11/4,,
2d ed., lVMANT, 4 (Neukirchen, 1964), pp.
19-47. D. Hillers, Cot1enanl: Th• Hislor, of
a Biblical Idea (Baltimore, 1969), pp. 25-71.
On the literary struaure of Ex. 19:3-6, Josh. 24,
and 1 Sam. 12 see J. Muilenberg, ''The Form
and Structure of the Covenantal Formulations," VT, IX ( 1959), 347-365.
184 Josh. 24 :22 appeals to the people, v. 27
as a stone, to serve as witness to covenant commitment. V. 22 must mean that where the individual is guilty of breach of covenant the
community is responsible. On the appeal to the
natural world, see H. Hulfmon, ''The Covenant
Lawsuit in the Prophets," ]BL, LXXVIII
( 1959), 285-295. Also G. E. Wr.isht, ''The
Lawsuit of God: A Form-Critical Study of Deuteronomy 32," Israel's P,opheli& Heru,,g•: Bss,qs
in Honor of J•mes M"ilenb•rg, ed. B. W. AA·
derson and W. Harrelson (New York, 1962),
pp. 26---67. B. Gemser, ''The Rib-:- o! Co!l·
troversy- Pattern in Hebrew Mentality, 'Wudom in ls,aal """ 1he Anci11t1I
l!iul (Row•
ley Festscbrift), SVT, III (Leiden, 1960), PP·
120-137. See also note 232.
185 Josh. 24:15c, Ex.19:3-6; 20:3-17. Suess
in the proclamation is on the second penon
plural, often in emphatic position.
182
183

N••
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is an impo.r:tant clue explaining both the
powerful hold of Yahweh's rule and the
confidence in manifestations of His presence in events among the basic social
groups in Early Israel. Commitment to the
covenant with Yahweh freed LB man from
the rule of kings who had deified politics.186
No longer were the needs of people in the
realm impo.r:cant to kings engaged in power
struggles. Yahweh's covenant with Israel
created a unique kingdom where faith and
the inner experiences of people became the
world of supreme value. The accumulated
community experience of Yahweh's rule
was codified ultimately in collections of
"law" and extended historical accounts recalling Yahweh's success against Israel's
enemies and, with astonishing honesty,
her own frequent disloyalty.187 Everywhere
in the kingdom the impact of the covenant and its formulas is unmistakable.
Three of the six elements of the vassal
treaty receive special emphasis in Early
Israel's traditions: the historical prolog,
the stipulations or obligations, and the
curses and blessings.188 Until the discovery
of the model behind the covenant the OT
counterparts to these features existed somewhat in isolation from one another. One
can now be quite certain about their interconnections. Thus the historical prolog
180 See particularly G. E. Mendenhall, "The
Relation of the Individual to Political Society
in Ancient Israel," Biblical S1udies in Memory
of H. C. Alleman, ed. J. M. Myers, el al. (Locust Valley, N. Y., 1960), pp. 89-108.
1ST The earliest historical record is in poetry,
for example. Ex. 15. Judg. 5, viao.ry hymns that
have formal analogs in hymns of Ramses II
after the battle of Qadesh. See A. Gardiner,
The Kadesh 1'nscrip1ions of Rt1messes 11 (Oxford, 1960), pp. 7-27.
188 See text material in and following
note 134.
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provided motivation for the covenant. The
choice of this event-oriented form was
crucial in giving the religion of F.arly Israel
a unique character among the religions of
the Ancient Near East.189 Israel's concern
with the meaning of actual events tended
to force her to face and not evade brute
historical realities. Thus the reference to
only the Exodus in the prolog to the Sinai covenant and the addition of patriarchal
history in the Shechem alliance is surely a
reflection of the inclusion of Amorite elements long resident in Palestine in the
formation of the twelve-tribe league.100
The second element, the stipulations, is a
direct consequence of the events in the
prolog. The Ten Commandments are obligations imposed on Israel Their purpose is to protect the rulership of Yahweh,
who is the source of all authority in Israel.
The elaboration of the commandment-obligations in the form of "laws" grew out of
their application to diverse circumstances
as well as the commitment of the families
of Israel to Yahweh-God.191 The third
element concludes die statement of relationship by specifying consequences in
1so W. F. Albright, Th, Bibliul Pmotl
J,0111 Abrt1ht1m 10 Bz,a, rev. ed. (New York,

1963 [Harper Torchbooks]), p. 1, "Hebrew
national tradition excels all others in its dear
picture of tribal and family origins. . . ."
100 On the origins of the amphiayony see
Noth (note 169).also
See
M. Newman, The
Paoplo of 1he Cor,enanl: A S1ud.1 of Im,el from
i\1.os,s 10 1h1 Monareh1 (New York, 1962), pp.
102-127. Wright, Shechem (note 67n), pp.
134-138. See also F. M. Cross Jr., ''Yahweh
and the God of the Patriarchs," HTR, LV
( 1962), 225-259.
101 A. Alt, ''The Origins of Israelite Law,"
op. eil. (see note 92), pp. 81-132, KS, I, 278
to 332. M. Noth, The Lllws in 1he Penldla11&h
antl 01her S111tlias (Edinburgh, 1966), pp. 1 to
107. The German essay was published in 1940.
Mendenhall, uu, •"" Co11ent1nl, pp. 3-17.
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terms of hisrorical experience. The curses
and blessings are rewards and penalties.182
This says that the links between the parts
of the covenant are organic and functional.
The entire prophetic tradition is anchored
here in a continuing evaluation of Israel's
covenant loyalty.103 Thus the covenant provided the kingdom of Eady Israel with a
binding form and coherent meaning.
Interpreting the relations between Yahweh and Israel by means of the vassal
treaty model strongly suggests that the
covenant was the core of the kingdom in
Early Israel. Important support for this
view is its ability to provide consistent and
enlarged meaning to the lexicon of the
OT. Two examples will suffice. (a) Mendenhall has placed the root NQM, "vengeance," "to avenge," in the context of the
history of law in the Ancient Near East.1°'
He has shown that generally the rooc designates Yahweh's action as supreme ruler to
deliver persons from jeopardy. This basic
meaning is derived from its use in the
Amarna letters. Milkilu of Gezer, for example, pleaded: "Let the king, my Lord,
deliver his land out of the hand of the
habin." 1015 Yabweh could administer
n•qamah because He possessed in Israel the
authority both to command and to exercise
182 P. C. Fensham, "Malediction and Benediction in Ancient Near Eastern Vassal-Treaties
and the Old Testament," ZAW, LXXIV

( 1962), 1-9.
198 D. R. Hillers, Tr•IIPJ-C•rs•s tmtl, lh• Oltl
T•shlmnl Prof)h•ls, Bibliu •I
16
(Rome, 1964).
1N G. E. Mendenhall, "The Venseance of
God: A Bridge Between Faith and lleality," unpublished essay due to appear in a forthcoming
volume of Mendenhall papen from the Johns
Hopkins Press.

Rd 271:13-16. See also BA 283:25
the king, my lord, send archen. let
the king, my lord, deliver me ('Ji-M-lei-ni)."
lH

to 26, ''Let
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force. Thus Early Israel was "a fuctioniog
state in which the totality of impm,m
over persons was held by Yahweh." 198 (b)
Moran has shown that "love" in Deuteronomy owes nothing to the metaphor of
conjugal love in Hosea but is rather the
"love" shown by a subject to a king.117
Rib-Addi of Byblos in the Amarna correspondence describes his loyal subjects as
"those who love me." 198 The vassal's obligations are also described: "My lord, just
as I love the king my lord, so (do) the
king of Nuhashshe, the king of Ni'i. ...
All these kings are servants of my lord." 1811
To "love" the king is to be a loyal and
obedient servant. This is precisely the
sense in which 'iiheb is used in Deuteronomy. To "love" Yahweh is to be loyal, to
obey His commands, heed His voice and
serve Him.200 In addition to these two examples we may cite studies of "to know"
(,yiida') and "to murmur" (lun) to illustrate
the rich new possibilities for meaning
made available to our understanding of the
religion of Early Israel by archaeological
research.201
In summary, the covenant in Israel was
180

Mendenhall, "The Venseance of God,"

p. 10.
107 W. L Moran, "The Ancient Near East·
ern Background of the Love of God in Deuter•
onomy," CBQ, XXV (1963), 77---87.
108 BA 83:50-51. See BA 137:47.
198 BA 53:40-44.
Orinldlitll,
200 Deur. 11:1, 22;
30:20 / . 10:12; 19:9 /
11: 13; 30: 16 / 10:12; 11: 1, 13.
201 H. B. Huffmon, "The Treaty Backsround
of Hebrew '"""'," BA.SOR, 181 (1966), 3137. See the new translation of the Hittite tats
in A. Goetze, "Hittite shd-/sbtd- (Legally)
Recognize,' in the Treaties," JCS, XXII ( 1968) •
7 f. Also H. B. Huffmon and S. B. Parker, "A
Further Note on the Treaty Background of Hebrew ,ida'," BA.SOR, 184 ( 1966), 36--38.
On "murmur" see note 84.
1
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a transfer from international political life
into religious experience of the emotions
of a powerfully "imposed peace." On the
analogy of the great king receiving the
loyal recognition as sole source of ultimate
authority from numerous satellite vassal
states, Yahweh's rule over fiercely loyal
peasant families, some newly resident in
Canaan and many there already for a long
time, was the key to religion in Early Israel.
The instrument of common allegiance to
Yahweh was the covenant. Modeled on the
vassal treaty the covenant in Early Israel
welded faith and reality, the exercise of
power over and the adjustment of conflicts
between persons. In the covenant the past
was given meaning for the present, and
hope grew from both. Israel was the kingdom of Yahweh. In that community the
exercise of His rulership was meaningful
in all areas of life. The categories of "law"
and "warfare" summarize the range of
Yahweh's rule that is reasonably well documented in OT sources. The brief discussion of these two major facets of Yahweh's lordship that follows will attempt to
contribute to a delineation of actual life in
the kingdom of Yahweh.

VII.

COVBNANT AND LAW IN
EARLY ISRAEL

Comparative sources have made it evident that the covenant in Early Israel was
a tightly framed structure of several parts.
The element of the covenant that outlined
the obligations imposed on the families in
Israel is designated the Ten Words or
Commandments.202 It is important to dis202 Bx. 20:2-17; Deut. 5:6-21.
The term
'Ten Words" is based on Ex.34:28. J. J. Swnm
and M. B. Andrew, Th• Tn Comtflllfltlmnll

in R•enl R•s•11reh, SBr (ss) 2 (Napes:ville,
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tinguish between the covenant and the
"commandments" it contains and the
"Jaw'' that grappled with the daily conflicts in village-shepherd-farmer existence
in Palestine.203 The radical gap between
covenant and law is supported by the following three observations: (a) the law requires organized social sanctions for enforcement.2°" Society has no jurisdicdon
over the covenant. It appeals to the supreme power of Yahweh Himself. (b)
The covenant is not characterized by judicial process but is rather an expression of
the group ethical conviction.2015 Nor does
the covenant define crimes, for e.'UIIlple,
murder or adultery. It is therefore unenforceable from a legal point of view. (c)
Rather, the covenant establishes standards
of behavior and thus lays the foundations
for law.206 The covenant appeals to the
1967). Also E. Nielsen, Th• Tn Com,,,.,,J.
menls in N•r" P1rsfJ•cliflt1: A T,lllli1io-his1oriul
App,011,h, SBT (ss) 7 (London, 1968).
208 The perspective in this paragraph· and
the next two is deeply indebted
a series
to
of
lectures by G. E. Mendenhall on "lleligion and
Law" delivered at Lutheran School of Theology
at Chicago between July 20 and Aug. 6, 195.9.
On the distinction between law and covenant
see M. Noth, op. cil. (note 191), pp. 20-60.
20,1 In the absence of a formal state organization the binding force of cusmm became Jaw,
the iNS comm11n.. See T. E. Holland, Th• l!lam•nls of J•m/Jrt1dnc•, 13th ed. (Osford,
1924), pp. 56-62.
2011 Legal pr:ocess is implicit in the syncu of
casuistic or case law. See, for enmple, h.
21:18-19. The piowis is inrroduced bf t,;,
"when " stating the problem. The apodosis of
the co~ditional sentence begins with 'im, listing
various circumstances in subordinate clauses. See
on this A. Alt, op. cil.
(notes
42 and 191), pp.
88-103. KS, I, pp. 285--302, should be
checked; in the ET, p. 89, for enmple, the Hebrew particles aie not in correct order.
208 The covenant becomes the comdtucion of
a "state," the kingdom of Yahweh.
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highest motivations, for it is enforced by
Yahweh. The covenant creates values, the
law presupposes them. The covenant is activated by the free commitment of persons. The law coerces the unresponsive
minority. The Ten Commandments are
then covenant, not law.
The interpretation of tbe Ten Commandments as covenant obligations remains to be developed by scholars. Here
we shall discuss only the First Commandment. It should also be emphasized that
the traditional "commandments" are pare
of the Sinai covenant only. The Shechem
covenant does not record stipulations. The
best suggestion is that the latter are preserved in Deut. 27:15-26.207 For Early
Israel the suong warning against se>..'Ual
aberrations is a manifesto of freedom from
fertility-obsessed Canaanite culture.20s The
deification of the means of reproduction
was no substitute for "love" of Yahweh.
The Sinaitic commandments describe the
interests of Yahweh to be protected by
Israel. Except for the first obligation the
remaining commandments are probably
not universals. New circumstances required
different moral boundaries. The first cove-

nant stipulation asserts, "No one else shall
be God to you in My presence." 209 The
emphasis is on exclusive loyalty to Yahweh. In political terms, the king alone determines foreign policy.210 The client king
is free to manage internal affairs in such
a manner that he does not violate his
higher commitment to the great king. If
Israel is to protect Yahweh's interests,
however, what about Israel's interests? This
covenant says nothing about the obligations
of Yahweh.211 The OT unanimously affirms
that Israel's benefit was exclusively in the
fact that the covenant relationship was
with Yahweh-God. Israel is bound by complete trust in Yahweh. He insists in effect,
"You must trust Me even though what I
do may seem contrary to your interests."
Threats to Yahweh's sovereignty in Israel
may on occasion require the sacrifice of
one's life. Very probably the first stipulation implied the requirement, so common
in vassal treaties, to demonstrate the ultimate loyalty to Yahweh-king by heeding
the call to arms. Failure to respond was
condemned as breach of covenant.212 Much
as Israelites gave their bodies as guarantee
of their honesty and faithfulness to Yahweh in law, they answered the demands

207

G. E. Mendenhall, 'L4w antl C0t1on11n1
(note 33), p. 42. One may regard the content
of vv. 14 and 23 one stipulation, that of singleminded devotion to Yahweh. See on this problem McCarthy, Tra111, 11ntl Co11on11nl (note 133),
pp. 145-151. Baltzer, D111 B"ntlos/orm11l11r
(see note 183), pp. 30-32.
208 Four of the twelve stipulations in Deur.
27:15-26 deal with sexual morality. The basis
for united military action in Judg. 19-21 was
sexual offense. The srory may have been preserved precisely because it indicated a basic
moral sensitivity in Early Israel. Note the detailed concern of the so-called "Holiness Code"
(Lev. 17-26) with sexual morality. It seems
exuemely probable that this was a particularly
urgent concem in Early Israel.
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Ex. 20:3.
210 In the Mursilis-Duppi Teshub treaty
(see note 134 and related text) the former says:
"Do not turn your eyes to anyone else! Your
fathers presented tribute to Egypt; you [shall
not do that!]," ANEI' p. 204a, parqraph 8.
211 Gen. 15 is regarded as a model of the
covenant in which Yahweh is bound. G. B.
Mendenhall, IDB, s. 11. "Covenant." See R.
Clements, Abr11h11m 11ntl D1111itl: Gtmosis U tl1lll
l1s Maaning for lsr11olita Tr4"ilion, SB'r (ss) 5
(London, 1967).
212 Curse of Meroz in Judg. 5 :23. On warfare generally, see the first four parqraphs of
Section VIII below.
200
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of military muster to defend the name and
land and people of Yahweh-king.213
When one turns from Israel as a covenant kingdom (Ex.19-20, 24) to Israel
as a legal community (Ex.21-23), one
turns from religious principles to legal
precedents. Law in Israel and anywhere
else in the Ancient Near East had two
purposes: (a) the preservation of public
peace and ( b) the protection of the person of the king.214 The great king in Hattusas or anywhere else did not interfere in
domestic disputes unless they threatened
to disrupt the kingdom. He was concerned
only when evidence of alienation from his
role as final arbiter appeared in word and
deed. Thus Yahweh was not directly involved in day-by-day, inter- or intra-village
conflicts. Yahweh does serve as the appeals
judge against the decision of lower courts,
however. The technical term is probably
"cry out" (sa'aq).216 A vivid example is
the following sentence from the Book of
the Covenant, "You shall not oppress any
widow or orphan. If you do oppress them,
and they cry oul to Me, I will certainly hear
their er,:• 216 This is to invoke the supreme power of Yahweh. By David's time
there was a need for courts of appeal
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against the ruling of village courts.217 Precisely as Israel "cried out" against her oppressors and was delivered by Yahweh
through military action, so an individual
Israelite accused of murder would flee to
a "city of refuge" until a regular court of
inquiry and trial, under God, established
his innocence or guilt.218 In Early Israel
law served essentially three purposes: (a)
to insure the fulfillment of sworn obligations of the covenant; 219 (b) to guard
the community against the calamities of
Yahweh's curses, since violadon could
threaten the life of the entire community; 220 (c) to regulate reladons with
other communities, foreign or friendly.
The sources of legal tradition in Early Ismel are the accumulated decisions of village courts, which often contained considerable borrowing from pre-Israelite
precedents. However, the LB Canaanite

2 Sam. 15:l-16i 14:4-8.
21s Ex. 21 :12-14i
Num. 35:9-34i Deut.
19:1-13. See the discussion of these tezts by
M. Greenberg, "The Biblical Conception of
Asylum," ]BL, LXXVIII ( 1959), 125-132. It
is difficult to follow Greenberg's focus on expiation as the supreme religious concem of detention in the "ciry of refuge." It is better to
regard the "city of refuge" as a means of enforcing the law that regarded the act of vengeance
as a violation of divine sovereignty.
213 The curses in the covenant (Deut. 28:15Num.
35
:6 is paradigmatic: 'The cities which
6Si Lev. 26:14-33) were direaed against the
you
give
to the Levites shall be the six cities of
person of the potential violator. See S. Gevircz,
refuge,
where
you shall permit .the manslayer
"West-Semitic Curses and the Problem of the
Origins of Hebrew law," VT, XI (1961), to Bee." The law did not restrain the avenser
but rather proteeted the accused until covenant
137-158; Hillers, T,eflty-Cu,ses, note 193.
society, under God, found an equicable solution
21, P. Koschaker, Bnc,lot,edid of lhe Soei4l
Scinees, ed. E. R. A. Seligman, IX (New York, m the case.
210 If the covenant is an es:tended oath, as
1932), 211-219, 263 f., s. 11. "Cuneiform law."
is
commonly
asserted, the c:ovenant ceremonies
2 115 The term is deeply embedded in the
described
in
the OT are solemn oath-taking
historical traditions of Eady Israel. Num. 20:16
events.
See
now
M. R. Lehmann, "Biblical
and Josh. 24:7 include "crying out'' to YahOaths,"
ZAW,
LDCXI
(1969), 74-92.
weh as the initiation of rescue from jeopardy.
220 A. Malamat, "Doctrines of Causality in
See also Ex. 14:10, 15. Moses also "cries out"
Hittite and Biblical Historiography: A Panlto Yahweh. (Bx.17:4i Num.12:13).
lel," VT, V ( 1955), 1-12.
211 Ex. 22:22-23; also v. 27.
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city-state was an international commercial
center of socially stratified property
owneis.221 Both in literary style and legal
traditions Early Israel's indebtedness is
curiously more profound to Old Babylonian and MB intellectual and social forms
than to contemporary Canaanite traditions,
toward which there was deep antagonism.222 In short, law in the Book of the
Covenant is an index to the social, political,
and economic conditions of nonurban communities at home in a culture long superseded. On the other hand, law developed
from covenant because the people failed to
accomplish the "peace" of the community
in trusting obedience to Yahweh-king.
In four important areas archaeological
discovery has conuibuted to a more profound grasp of the role of law in the religion of Early Israel. First, the recovery
of six major colleaions of law from the
second millennium of the Ancient Near
East since 1902 has provided the basis for
comparative studies of law in Early Israel
and the Early Ancient Near East.223 This,
221 J. Gray, The C11n111111il,s (New York,
1964), pp. S3-l 18.
222 As far as this writer knows, this thesis
has not been dealt with in detail. S. M. Paul, op.
,ii. (note 171), pp. 64-12S, studies adaptations of Mesopotamian legal tradition in the
Book of the Covenant. He does not, however,
establish the contrast with Canaanite society. See
L Waterman, "Pre-Israelite Laws in the Book of
the Covenant," A.JSL, XXXVIII (1921), 36S4.
228 Huse, Bm/iihn,ng ( note 63). See also
V. Koroshec, "Keilschriftrechr," Ht1t1tlb11eh ll•r
Orinldlis1il,. Onnlllliseh•s Rt1eh1. I/W ( Leiden, 1964), pp. 49--219. Briefly, the Laws of
Hammwapi were discovered in January 1902,
and published by Father V. Schell in Oaober
1902. The Middle Assyrian Laws were excaftted between 1903 and 1914 at Assur and publiabed between 1920 and 1926. The Hittite
lawa weie discovered in 1906-07 and pub-

in turn, has stimulated tentative eiforts to
reconstruct the history of law in the Ancient Near East and the location of Israel's
proper place among her neighbors. Only in
this way can the unique and distinctive
features of each tradition be discovered.
Second, having learned from diverse compilations of law that like problems and
circumstances produce similar solutions,
the significance of the life-styles of nations
that surrounded Israel becomes clear. Since
Jaw reflects the values of a society, all that
the literary texts ( for example, Amarna
Letters, Ugaritic tablets) and archaeological evidence can contribute to the reconstruction of all aspects of the history of the
age illuminate the meaning of conflict and
the need for coercive action in a covenanted society.224 Third, archaeological
material contributes substantially to illuminating the social and psychological content of the language of law and its adminisuation in Early Israel. That to,ah is probably "instruction" and not "rule" begins to
emerge as a workable understanding.2215
The social and legal mechanism implied in
terms as shophet (judge) and nai1
lished in 1922. The Lipit-Ishtar Laws were discovered in the University of Pennsylvania Museum in 1947 (note 98) and published in 1948.
Laws of Eshnunna, excavated at Tell Abu Harmal between 194S and 1947, were published in
1948 and 19S6. The Ur-Nammu Laws were
also found in the tablet colleaion of the Museum of the Ancient Orient in Istanbul in 19S2
and published in 19S4.
2H This task remains to be done. We may
anticipate a good beginning with the Exodus
volume of the Anchor Bible to be prepared bJ
P. M. Cross Jr.
221 G. Ostbom, Tora ;,, 1h• 01" Tt1S1111M11I:
A. St1mt1t1lie S1tlll, (Lund, 1945), pp. 17-22,
finding Akkadian lirl• a dose parallel. L En&nell, "Israel and the Law: A Review Article,"
s,mbolM Bibliu• UpstJims•s, 1 ( 1946),
1-34, objects.
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(leader) become clear.228 On the basis of
inaeasing knowledge of the role of the
"assembly" in Early Mesopotamia and
much later in Early Israel it is evident not
only that the "leaders" of clan and tribe in
Early Israel are "chosen" but also that the
social uaditions in Early Israel tap a deep
stream in the life of the Ancient Near
East.227 Finally, the evaluation of the Book
of the Covenant on the basis of Ancient
Near Eastern sources has amply documented the rediscovery that the law, even in
Early Israel, is thoroughly anchored in historical actualities. The principal religious
reality is the covenant with Yahweh, which
provides the law with its motivation and
goal.

VIII.

COVENANT AND WARFARE IN
EARLY ISRAEL

In Early Israel justice occurs not only in
the village courts but also on the battlefield. In response to the "cry" of the Hebrew slaves in Egypt, Yahweh, "Warrior,"
"gloriously triumphed" over the "pharaoh's chariots and his army." 228 Warfare
was an ultimate remedy for wrong. With
a sword Yahweh "takes hold on judgment"
and "takes vengeance on (His) adver220 E. A. Speiser, "Background and Function of the Biblical niisi'," CBQ, XXV ( 1963),
111-117. On the meaning of shit,lum in the
Mari letters as "authoritative edict" and Biblical
parallels, see Glock, "Warfare in Mari," ( note
52), references cited s.11. "shit,lum," p. 261.
See M. Noth, "Das Amt des Richters Israels,' "
P•slscbri/1 Al/r•tl Bn1hok1 (Tiibingen, 1950),
pp. 404-417.
0

227

G. Evans, "Ancient Mesopotamian Assemblies," }A.OS, LXXVIII (1958), 1-11.
Also T. Jacobsen, "Primitive Democracy in
Ancient Mesopotamia," }NBS, II ( 1943), 159
to 172. See also Jacobsen's work cited in note
96.
228 &. 3:7,

9 and 15:1, 4.
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saries." 229 Both law and warfare deal with
the unusual in Early Israel, though our
sources for Early Israel are entirely concerned with either one or the other. It is
precisely in these exuemities that one discovers the community functioning according to powerful inner, patterns of conviction. Warfare is an extension of Yahweh's supreme rule of Israel by means of
the covenant. As a covenant obligation
participation in warfare is not specifically
stated but may be implied in the First
Commandment.230 Nonparticipation of
Jabesh-Gilead in the punitive war against
Benjamin, both members of the covenant
community, was deemed a serious violation
of covenant.231 It may well be that the
"lawsuit" Galtung in the prophets is the
adaptation of the declaration of war by a
suzerain against a disloyal vassal.232 Violation of the booty of war was regarded as
an offense against the deity or king to
whom it belonged.233 Some vassal treaties
e>,.-plicidy regulated the disuibution of
booty.2H In the violation of the "saaed
booty" at Jericho Yahweh says: 'They
have broken My covenant ... they have
220 Deur. 32 :41.

2ao See the end of the second parasraph of
Section VII above.
231 Judg.21:8-12. See also Judg.5:15b-17,
23.
232 J. Harvey, "Le 1Ub-pattem,' Requistoire
prophetique sur la rupture de l'alliance," Biblie11, XLIII (1962), 172-196. See also items
in note 184.
238 ARMT, V, 72. However, "booty" appears to be an Ml hoe translation of sbu-11b-1Jm.
See W. von Soden, 'Neue Binde der A,,bwa
Ro1.us th M11ri," Or, XXII (1953), 209. The
typical Mari phrase is 'whoever mkes the booty/
breaks the covenant or contracr/ will eat the
,ual,um of Shamash or another God."
284 V. Korosbec, H•1h;,is,h1 SIMlnlfflrdg1,
pp. 72 f. See nore 134.
0

0
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caken some of the sacred spoil ( hahc, eni) ." 23 G The ark of the covenant,
which symbolized the presence of Yahweh
in the amp and His leadership in battle,
also contained the tablets of the covenant.230 The ark plays a key role in the
ritual conquest of Jericho.237 It is a reasonable conclusion that warfare in Early Israel
was a covenant obligation.
It has been pointed out that the OT pictures the Hebrews .fleeing Egypt and encamped in the desert as the "army of Yahweh." 238 Comparative material from the
Mari archive has added considerably to the
coherent interpretation of this conception
of Early Israel Of crucial significance is
the Mari ,ebibtu,n or "purification." 239
2815

Josh. 7: 11. See now A. Malamat, "The

Ban in Mari and the Bible," D;• Ou-T•stam.
W erkg•m•tmsup ;,,, S11itl-Afriu. B;blical l!s-

1967), pp. 40-49. An
earlier form of this study appeared in Y •hezkel
K11ufmann ]11bile• Volum•, ed. Menahem Haran
(Jerusalem, 1960), pp. 149-158 (in Hebrew).
238 Num. 10:35-36; 14:39-45. Wright, "The
Lawsuit of God," (note 184), p. 50, note 54,
supports an early date for the ark. See also M.
H. Woudsrra, Th• Ari of lh• C011manl from
ContJt#SI lo Kingship (Philadelphia, 1965).
Woudstra ignored J. Dus, "Der Beirras des
benjaminitischen Heidentums zur Religion Israels (Zur altesten Geschichte der heiligen
Lade)," Commnio Vwon1m, VI (1963), 61

S"'Ys, 1966 (Preroria,

to

80.

287 Josh. 3-6, the ark in the Gilgal traditions. J. Dus, "Die Analyse Zweier Ladecrzihlungen des Josuabuches (Jos. 3-4 und 6) ,"
ZAW, LXXJI ( 1960), 107-134.
238 See first paragraph under Section V,
''Early Israel as the Kingdom of Jahweh."
230 Glock, "Warfare in Mari," pp. 69-75,
82--86. The main tex:ts are A.RMT, I, 6, 7, 36,
37, 42, 62, 82, 129; II, 18, 130; III, 19, 21;
V, 45, 51, 65; VI, 77. See also E. A. Speiser,
"Census and Ritual Bzpiation in Mari and Israel," BA.SOR, 149 (1958), 17-25.

This is a public ceremony resulting in the
formal enlistment of uoops by trusted
scribes authorized by the king. The names
arc written on tablets village by village.
The tebib,mn very probably was climaxed
by a ritual oath of "purification" in which
those named on the list swore allegiance to
the king. The names on this list were not
only those who would be called up in a
mustering but also those who received
plocs of land as a reward for promised
military service. In return for guaranteed
loyalty "enlisted" men received a measured
field of royal real estate. The tebib,11m implies a vassal-king relationship. 1be lists
in Nmn. 1--4 and 26 are not census but
quota lists. Rather than name individuals
che lists specify numbers of military units
("thousands!" ) followed by the number of
men expected from each of the twelve
tribes.240 Yal1weh is said to keep "a book
of the living," that is, a list of the faithful
in Israel.241 The disloyal are stricken from
this list. The military muste% in Early Israel was regarded as a call to arms by Yahweh Himself. As at Mari, also in Israel the
"census" involved land distribution. Following the quota list in Num. 26 two relevant orders are issued: (a) Yahweh said to
Moses that to those "on the roster of names
240 G. E. Mendenhall, "The Census Lists of
Numbers 1 and 26," ]BL, LXXVII (1958),
52-66, especially 61-63.
Por enmple,
Num. 1:21 should be interpreted as follows:
"Those who are enrolled belonging to the uibe
of Reuben: 46 tribal subsections (,.uph;•J and
500 (men)," not, as has been the usual understanding of the formula, 46,500 uoops from
Reuben.
241 Ex. 32: 32-33. Israel's anl880nism qaiast
Amalek may be an effort to "blot out" thiJ
people from the roster of Yahweh, EL 17:14
and as lace as Deur. 25:19. See also Deur. 9:14;

29:19.
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the land shall be divided' for a possession."
(b) Land allotment would be according to
need, the larger tribes receiving more land
than the smaller.2 •12 This was a new program of economic justice. The land tenure
policy of Early Israel rejected the arbitrary distribution of favors by a king to
an elite society and replaced it with an
egalicadan system in which each man was
in effect vassal-king in his own house responsible to the suzerain-king, Yahweh,
who parcelled out plots of land to His
faithful warriors whose names were recorded on census lists. The impact of such
a land-distribution policy was a social and
economic revolution.2•1:J In summary, MB
thought forms inherited by Amorice peasants in Palestine, ulcering through the
problems and circumstances of the LB age,
combine to depict Early Israel as the "army
of Yahweh."
Though Biblical sources imply and say
that Early Israel is "the army of Yahweh,"
it is evident that she was not devoted to
the art of warfare. Israel's wars were
fought by hastily recruited armies. Ehud
"sounded the trumpet" to enlist Benjamin
against the Moabites.244 When the folk
militia met with defeat, "they Bed every
man to his home." 24G Even before battle
the ranks of the army sometimes thinned
drastically as the fainthearted faded from
242

Num. 26:52-56.
A full picture has been sketched by G.
B. Mendenhall, "The Hebrew Conquest of
Palestine,'" BA, XXV (1962), 66-87, especially 76-84. S. H. Bess, "Systems of Land
T~nure in Ancient Israel," unpublished Ph. D.
dissertation, University of Michigan, 1963, pp.
50-153.
2t 8

2

"

2 t 15

Judg. 3:27.
1 Sam. 4:10.
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the scene.2" 6 Also, the modesi ~nal of
Early Israel is said to have included neither
lance nor shield.247 The sling• was Early
Israel's deadly weapon.2-1s This the wellarmed Philistine scorned premacurely.2"1°
Nor did horse, ass, or drawn wagon serve
military purpose in battle. Indeed, from
Joshua co David captured horses were hamstrung and chariots burned.260 Archaeological discovery has shown that the sophisticated military capacity of cpntemporary LB Canaanite city-states bore little
resemblance co the crude military manner
of Early Israel. The new sources reveal
four impressive developments effecting
warfare since the MB age: (a) Military organization had become professional2G1
( b) Improved metal technology had increased the variety and durability of the
weaponry, and the chariot had developed
from a ceremonial or hauling wagon to a
fighting placform.2:12 ( c) Masters of the
248 Compare 1 Sam. 13:2 with v. 15b. It is
implied in 1 Sam. 28:5 and the description of
battle in 1 Sam. 31:1-7 that most of Saul's army
deserted him on Mount Gilboa.
247 Judg. 5:8; 1 Sam.13:22.
2tS 1 Sam.17:40-51. See Judg. 20:16 OD
the left-handed Benjamioites.
240 G. A. Wainwright, "Some Early Philistine History," VT, IX (1959). 79 f., on the
form of combat and weaponry of Goliath.
2:;o Josh. 11 :6b. 9 and 2 Sam. 8:4.
2151 See second-last paragraph of Section IV.
"Palestine-Syria in the Second Milleoium B. C.,'"
above, as background. Also MRS, X ( note 43)
No. 113, pp. 200-204, is the same as Gordon,
Ugdritic T,x1booll (note 43) No. 400, pp.
213 f. See the comment in J. Gray, Th• Lllg11c,
of Cdnlldn (note 75). pp. 231-238. Also A.
Rainey, "Mililary Personnel of Ugarit,'' ]NBS,
XXIV (1965) 1 17-27.
212 C Hillen, "The Early Development of
Metal-Working in the .Ancient Near East," unpublished Ph.D. dissenatioo, University of Chicago, 1955, pp. 178--210, on axes. On chariot,
Smith, l•l•rca,m•clioru (note 125), pp. 22 to
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new military establishment were chiefly a
non-Semitic minority descended from Hurrian and Indo-Aryan professional soldiers
contemporary with MB Hyksos.289 (d)
Symbols of their status and prestige were
chariots and horses.254 One may take as
axiomatic that a military force will attempt
to reBect in its offensive and defensive
weapons and strategy counterpart superiority over the enemy. But the military
traditions that lived in Early Israel were
antique MB modes preserved by autochthonous Amorite villagers. Warfare in
Early Israel was an expression of loyalty to
Yahweh, the defense of His name, His
land, and His people.2515 Yahweh's leadership in war was an exercise of His authority
as King to call on the families of Israel to
offer their lives in defense of the kingdom
of faith.268 Warfare as conducted in Early
Israel was neither as formal nor as cultic

as the phrase "holy war" suggests.267 Israel
did, however, meet the enemy with superior firepower and mobility, for Yahweh
Himself bore shield and spear, and He rode
the clouds as a chariot of war.2158 High
morale and strong purpose fired the fierce
concentration of effort that made weakness strength and victory Yahweh's "salvation."
Archaeological discoveries have provided significant controls for the interpretation of the role of warfare in the life and
religion of Early Israel. We may summarize these contributions in four categories.
(a) The new sources have vastly illuminated the OT Hebrew lexicon related to
warfare by unfolding the ancient frame of
reference. The language of war turns out
to be closely related to the language of
faw when the latter demands the death
penalty. Thus anyone sacrificing to another
god will be declared "sacred booty" in
28. Ugtmtiu II (note 41), pp. 1-23. W. Early Israel, that is, liable to utter destrucNagel, D,r mesof)oldmiseh•
Vor-S1rri111111g•n
os1medil•"11nm
'"'"
tion.269 Warfare is sometic!es viewed as
Bn•ieh.
sein• Bnlwieil#ng im
Berliner Boitriige
z•r
•nd, Priihg•sehiehle, Yahweh's imposing a death penalty on
X (Berlin, 1966).
Canaanite cities.200 Also, the precise se2ns See second-last paragraph of Section IV,
"Palestine-Syria in the Second Millenium B. C.,"
above, and ~lated notes.
2M As far back as ARMT, VI, Text 76:20
to 2S, it is evident that the horse was an alien
beast to Northwest Semites. G. M. A. Hanfmann, "A Near Eastern Horseman," s,rid,
XXXVIll ( 1961), 243-2,S. See al10 note
1S2 above.
21515 That Israel's wars were defensive is the
position of G. von Rad, Der Hnlig• Kri•g im
llllm Isr111l, 3d ed. (Gottingen, 19S8), pp. 14 to
32. Conkt1 Y. Kaufmann, Th• Bibliet,l Aeeo11n1
of lh• Conqusl of P11'6s1in• (Jerusalem, 19S3),
pp. 91-97.
218 Num. 7 :2, the "chiefs of Israel" were in
charge of the enlistment. In Num. 1:4 they are
designated "chiefs of the tribes of their fathers'
(house), heads of the "'li,phim of Israel." On
the mle of "41i, see text, sentence before and
after note 185.

2157 See R. de Vaux, us l11slil#lions th
L~Ancienl T•sl11m•nl, 2 vols. (Paris, 1959--60;
ET, New York, 1961), pp. 258-267. Von
Rad, Der Heilig• Kmg, first published 1951,
has popularized the "holy war" concept.
2158 Ps. 18:3, 31, 36
2 Sam. 22:3, 31, 36.
Also Ps. 104:3; Ps. 68:5, 18, 34; Ps. 18:11
2 Sam. 22: 11; Hab. 3 :8, 15; 1 Sam. 4:4; 2 Sam.
6:2. It may be no accident that the only significant "chariot" or "wagon" mentioned in
Early Israel is the '•gila OD which also Yahweh
rides in the form of the ark of the covenant.
1 Sam. 6:7, 8, 10, 11, 14; 2 Sam. 6:3 =
1 Chroo. 13:7. On Deut. 32:13 see W. L Moran, "Some Remarks on the Sons of Moses,"
Bibliu, XLIII ( 1962), 317---327, especially
323-327.
219 Ex. 22 :20.
280 Occurrences of n(oun) and v(erb)
forms of HRM in Joshua: 2:l()r, 6:17n, 18n,
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mantic range of the important root PQD points, sling stones, walled cities, including
( "take note, notice, consider; muster") in problems of tactics, organization, and comnominal and verbal forms is possible munication.263 ( d) The more complete
thanks to comparative texts.261 (b) An im- one's knowledge of MB-LB Syria-Palesportant contribution to literary aitical tine is, the more possible is some light on
studies is the evidence that many of the the Bigenarl of the religion of Early Israel.
military traditions in the so-called late In the midst of specific foes with eyes, ears,
Priestly source are demonstrably old. Most and legs that are economic, social. politiof the material in Num. 1-10, for ex- cal, as well as cultic, Early Israel established
ample, the quota lists and the camp de- herself in the world as a unique kingdom
scription, is deeply rooted in the experi- of free men under Yahweh.284 A society
ence of Early Israel. P's insistence on the open to the oppressed and alienated stranginalienability of the land is vital to the re- ers and foreigners, Early Israel was closed
ligion of Early Israel.262 (c) Stratigraphic, in belligerent devotion to Yahweh who
architectural, and artifactual evidence wrought her "salvation" by victories in
forces one to confront the actualities of courts of law and fields of battle to all who
ancient warfare. OT descriptions of war- would dominate her with sophisticated
fare are commonly hymnic praise of Yah- military machinery and destroy both the
weh's power. The new sources force a seri- personal freedom and social system that alous evaluation of the actual experience of lowed the maximum expression of the
war. The result is a truer picture of both rule of Yahweh.
religious and historical realities in Early
IX. CONCLUSION
Israel. Words for weapons are matched
This essay has first attempted to dewith excavated artifacts, bronze blades and
scribe some of the more important new
19n, 21vi 7:1, 11-B, 15, all Di 8:26vi 10:1,
28, 35, 371 39, 401 all Vi 11:11, 20, 21, all v;
22 :20n. The significant context is the "divine
council" and the messengers from the council.
Council members and messengers are servants
of Yahweh. Not only did a "messenger" deliver
Israel from Egypt (Num. 20:16), but the "messenger" is sent before them into Canaan and delivers the land to them (Ex. 33 :2-3). See H. W.
Robinson, ''The Council of Yahweh," !IS, XLV
(1944) 1 1Sl-157i F. M. Cross Jr., "The Council of Yahweh in Second Isaiah," ]NBS, XII
(1953), 274-277i also G. E. Wright, Tbs OU
Tsslllmsnl Againsl
Bn11iromnanl,
lls
SBT, 2
(London, 1950) 1 pp. 30-41.
20 1 J. B. van Hooser, 'The Meaning of the
Hebrew Root ,pD in the Old Testament," unl,ft1king
published Th.O. dissertation, Harvard Divinity
School, 1962. Also J. Scharbert, "Das Verbum
PQD in der Theologie Alten Testaments," BZ,
n. s. IV (1960), 209-226.
262 1.ev.25:23. Also Ex.23:10-lli Deut.
19:14.
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283 E. A. Speiser, "On Some Articles of
Armor and Their Names," ]A.OS, LXX (1950),
47--49. Y. Yadin, "Goliath's Javelin and the
CJ"liN i,m " PBQ, LXXXVII ( 1955) • 5868. A. Malamat, "The War of Gideon and
Midian, A Military Approach," PBQ, LXXXIV
( 1952), 61-65, elabo13ted . in '!h~ Mil!Jary
Hislory of 1h, Lt,ntl of Israel ,n B,bl.eal T•mss,
ed. J. Liver (Tel Aviv, 1964), pp. 110-123
(in Hebrew).
28'1 The term to describe this phenomenon
used by social scientists is t1nomi1. See R. K.
Merron, "Social Suucrure and Anomie," A.m,ri"'" Sociologiul Ret1i1UJ, III ( 1938). 672-682.
The best term is "counter-culture." See the following definition in Theodore Roszak, Th,
of A Co•nt,r C11ll•rs (Garden City,
1969) 1 p. 42: "a culture so radically disaffiliated from the mainstream assumptions of our
society that it scarcely looks to many as a culture
at all, but rakes on the alarming appearances of
a barbaric intrusion."
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material available t0 the student of the
religion of Early Israel. These sources are
both epigraphic and archaeological. The
chief written documents may be classified
in three categories: (a) Literary works
that have grown and been refined by usage
over long periods, ultimately appearing
in edited form. Included are t!pics as well
as liturgical and omen literature.26G Most
of these are impossible to date precisely
and have usually been the special province of priests. (b) Literary works that
are officially sponsored by the court, particularly the royal annals, international
treaties, and law collections authorized by
the king. One might also include wisdom,
for this was the product of the scribe in
the setting of the court.206 (c) A large
body of letters, economic documents, contracts, or literature composed for limited
utility. For the historian this evidence is
of great significance for lexicon and for
political and social history. This material
allows one to compare the actual with the
ideal reflected in the first category. Much
of it is found in the rooms of court officials. The nonepigraphic or archaeological
evidence may also be ~nmmarized in three
groups: (a} Objects of art, that is, unique
products of craftsmen, as incised ivories
from Megiddo, Samaria, or Ugarit; Egyptian statuary or Mesopotamian cylindei:
seals. Palestine is relatively poor in such
objects. (b) Architecture, that is, domes2815 A. L Oppenheim, Aneiffll M•sopo111mid.
Porlrllil of• D•d. Cifliliu1ion (Chicago, 1964),
PP. 22~275; IDB, s. t1. "Assyria and Babylonia," especially pp. 276-293 on "Liten.nue."
2 11 W. G. I.ambert, B11bylon;.,, Wisdom Lil.,.,_. (Ozford, 1960). R. B. Murphy, 'The
Concept of Wisdom Liten.ture," Tb• Bibi. in
C,m-, C111boli& Tbo11gb1, ed. J. L McKenzie
(New York, 1962), pp. 46-54.

tic, political, military, and religious or cultic structures. Here, too, Palestine is unimpressive by comparison with the rest of the
Ancient Near East. (c) Artifacts, the
smaller objects of daily life, including pottery, which, when carefully examined,
yields substantial clues to the history of
style, technology, and, on occasion, foreign influence. When focused on the Bible
this vast array of new material is decisive
in three general areas of investigation:
(a) the structural analysis of OT literature,20• ( b) the delineation of the social,
political, economic, and cultic context of
OT religion, 208 and ( c) the historical development of OT theology. This essay is
a small contribution to the discussion of
the .first problem of the last category.
The second purpose of this essay has
been to illustrate the use of this new material by proposing a solution to the problem of the model used within the OT to
understand itself. The assimilation of
archaeological material by OT scholars has
been a slow process. This is in itself significant. The revolution produced by archaeological materials has not always suf2G'i For example, A. Malamat, "King Lists of
the Old Babylonian Period and Biblical Genealogies." ]A.OS, LXXXVIII (1968), 163-173.
M. Noth, "History and Word of God in the Old
Testament," op. cil. (note 191), pp. 179--193.
A. Malamat, "Prophetic Revelations in New
Documents from Mari and the Bible," VTS,
XV (Leiden, 1964), pp. 207-227. C. Wester·
mann, Grsnd/ormm ,p,oph111iseb11 R11d•. Bn1rii.g11 zsr 111111ng•lise""" Tb•ologill. Vol. 31.
(Munich, 1960; ET, Philadelphia, 1967), PP.
115-128. See Hwfmon, o,p. cil. (noce 52).
Also W. W. Hallo, "New Viewpoints on Cuneiform Literature," IBJ, XII ( 1962), 13-26. 1L
Fn.nkena, "The Vassal-Treaties of Esarbaddon
and the Dating of Deuteronomy," OTS, Vol•
XIV (Leiden, 1965), pp. 122-154.
20s Probably the best is still Albright's Pn>•
1h11 Slon• Ag11, chapcen 3---6.
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ficiendy impressed Biblical scholars. Evidence that illustrates "animals, plants, and
minerals," artifacts of daily life and geographical information has been readily absorbed and disseminated.:?OD But evidence
that resists simple interpretation or even
creates difficulties for the Biblical interpreter, such as the archaeological record at
Jericho and 'Ai, is commonly ignored or
not treated with the respect it is due.270
The key archaeological problem is historical-chronological and therefore stratigraphic. Because this is the case, ceramic
typology is of crucial importance.271 Since

~oo Cited from the minutes of the Centenary
Annual General Meeting of the Palestine Exploration Fund held in London, June 22, 1965,
on the same day of the founding of the Fund
a century e:irlier, which quotes from the resolutions of the founders of the Fund: PEQ, C
(1965), 182.
2,0 H. J. Franken, "Tell es-Sultan :ind Old
Testament Jericho," OTS, Vol. XIV (Leide11t
1965), 189-200. J. A. Callaway, "New Evidence on the Conquest of 'Ai," ]BL, LXXXVJJ
(1968), 312-320. Both are valiant efforts
honestly to confront deep historical problems
raised by archaeological evidence.
271 The best general survey is R. Amiran,
Tho Po11t1,, of Brt1lz-Is,11el (Jerusalem, 1963)
(in Hebrew; an ET is expected soon). A brief
summary with the same tide, reprinted as a
booklet (1958), also appeared as 'The Story of
Pottery in Palestine," An1iq11iPJ 11111/, SNrvi1111l,

JI/2-3 (1957), 187-107.
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few Biblical scholars have bothered to
gather even a modest familiarity with basic
pottery forms, archaeological material is
often only superficially employed at best.
One must simultaneously emphasize the
requirement of a fundamental knowledge
of the written sources in at least Hebrew,
Akkadian, and Ugaritic. The wedding of
epigraphic and archaeological evidence is
of primary interest to the Biblical scholar
involved in recovering the meaning of the
Biblical text. The solution proposed here
for the self-understanding of the deepest
levels of religious life in Early Israel is
based on an attempt to consider typical
sources. The reconstruaion that has
emerged, which accounts for both Jaw and
warfare as functions of the covenant in a
LB Canaanite context, should at least be
regarded as a strong candidate for a working understanding of the religion of Early
Israel in the light of present sources available. In a remarkably consistent fashion
Early Israel functioned on the analogy of
an Ancient Near Eastern vassal state. This
datum provided by archaeological discovery
appears ta be the key that opens the .right
door to understanding the religion of Early
Israel.
River Forest, Illinois
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